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Abstract

Curently thete exists little research or theoretical infonrration regarding nþhtclubs

and their importance in 27" cenhrry culture. These venues are often over-looked as spaces

of ftivolous activity and ate not gïanted the cultural significance they warrant. I atgue that

nightclubs provide a unique environment specifically for performing one's chosen identi¡es.

Through the effective use of interiot desþ, I believe the built envir:onment - mainly public

entertainment venues - can facilitate the varying degrees of performânce present in

contemporary society.

A theoretjcal approach has been infor:rned by Judith Butler's concepts regarding the

performance of gender and Eñ.ing Goffman's dramaturgy theory. These theories constitute

the foundation of identity petformance and ale complimented tfuough the use of concepts

such as exhibitionism, voyeurism, body image, pnvacy and surveillance. An exploration of

existing built envitonments which have prewiously dealt with issues of perforrnance have also

been studied in order to support the ptogtamme document for the desþ of a nþhtclub that

applies the theoretical resea¡ch. The veflue itself is located in downtown Toronto, Onrario,

one of canada's largest, most progressive and culturally diverse cities.

!7ith the large numbet of nightclubs already in existence and the escalating cost of

desþ initiatives aimed at altenng the aesthetics of these spaces, theoretical research

regarding the importance of desþ for contemponry behaviour, activity, comfort and

business matketability will be beneficial for both desþ practitioners and nightclub owners.

In addition, tÏis study ptovides insþht into the significance thar performance of identities

plays in contemporaty urban social spaces.
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Introduction

,4. theate of mght life: from the moment they come in to their final
&ink, the patrons are onstage ìn a game that the little society of the
nlght is so fond of, that of seeing and being seen, an alternation of
voyeurism and exhibitionism.

(Boissiere, 1998, p.45)

In 2n increasingly visual world, the social constructjon of identity and its

performance has become a significant phenomenon in the 21" cenh:ry. As architectural

writet Olivier Boissiere implies, a theafte of nþht life is an appropdate venue to celebrate

vatious aspects of petformance. Since their development, nþhtclubs have been viewed as

unique social environments whete the public can escape from the trials of everyday life,

watch ofhers and be seen by others. They ate one of the most apparent examples of interior

spaces that encoutage both performance and display without limitation. These spaces are

essen 'rl for providing an outlet where patrons can choose and display their identities. Âs a

tesult, nþhtclub desþ in North Amedca ultimately provides spaces of leiswe where

patrons feel comfortable to be whoever drey wrsh.

In this report, I demonstrate that petformance occurs in different degrees and with

various intentions. It can range ftom the pafton's conscious choice to perform in an act of

exhibition to the patron's unconscious au/areness of their performance arising from the

voyeuristic tendencies of others. This raises issues concerning the different levels of privacy

necessaly in various types of performance. Nþhtclubs must provide spaces where

numetous levels of display can be performed; they should account for patrons who not only

wish to see and be seen by others but also accommodate tlose who wish to remain
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anon)¡rnoust. For example, some pâtrons who frequent the nightclub scene go to perform

in-front of the large unknown crowd, rvhile others may wish to perforrn in ftont of their

small gtoup of friends. Aitetnatively, there are also those individuals who want â place to

escape and dance without the pressures to perform. I explore perfornance in its most

known exhibitionist undetstanding but also in its more pdvate perspective; discovering the

importance and necessity of both extremes along the same condnuum in nþhtclub desþ.

Currently t-here exists little research regarding mghtclubs and their importance 1rr 27"

cenhrry culture. Cultutal scholar Sarah Thornton (1996) descdbes the scale of the nightclub

industry as a "social phenomenon fthat] often goes unnoticed" since it becomes actve after

most of the popuìation has gone to bed þ. 1a). She claims these venues offer a latge

financial value as their admissions "âre substantially hþher than those to sporting eveflts,

cinemas and all rhe 'live' arrs combined" (Ihomton, 1996, pp. 14-15). Subsequently,

atchitects Hardy HoÞman Pfeiffer Associates (1995) note that these businesses have become

mote populat ar'd more expensive to desþ over the past20 years (Bellamy, 1995). !øith

the lack of research, escalating signi-fi.cance and cost of such establishments, the need to

study their desþ is essen':al to ensure the success of future nþhtclubs. This inquiry will

provide theotetical grounding and seek to develop an a\r/areness for these venues, which are

often viewed as spaces of frivolous activity and not granted the cuitural signiÊ.cance that they

wafiaît or deserwe. So why have nþhtclubs gained prevalence in desþ? I argue nþhtclubs

are influenced by contemporaty culture and become both a refl.ection of and reaction to

-- 
1 Nightclub patrons who wish to attend a nightclub for the sole purpose of dancing without the adverse

effects of seeing or being seen by others.
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society. This report also aims to initiate firrther investþtion and encourâge more research

in this field of study.

Ultimately, the study provides insight into developing gurdelines and criteria for

nightclub desþers2. This results in information on how to desþ an environment where

people have the option of being showcased but not indecently exposed or being forced to

part-icipate in the predetermined toles of actor and spectator. From personal observation,

the investþtion is necessary due to the graduai trend towards exposing nþhtclub patrons.

Recent literature and images depict cuffent concepts and desþs as becoming unjustifiably

provocative and manipulativet. This study is sþificanr to the desþ of nightclubs in order

to limit or reduce the risk of desþets going too far in exposing pâtrons without them

consciously being awlrre of it. With the intent of also helping desþers avoid compromising

the desþ frmctionaìity fot mere shock value or style of the club. Research into the

aesthetics and desþ required for differing degrees of performance will offet amore assured

success in planning and investing in nþhtclubs and enrich the experience of the attendants.

Both desþ pracdtioners and owners benefit ftom any analysis that enhances the desþ,

human comfort and matketability of such businesses. Nightclub pâtrons also benefit from

the desþ of envitonments that meet their needs and provide for a fi¡Il range of experiences.

My research has been gathered from existing literature, relevant case studies and

personal observations. I begrn by defining performance of identity in Chapter One and

explore how it became â contemporary phenomenon imperative in entertainment venues. I

then proceed to describe how nþhtclubs evolved as spaces of perforn ance and. examine the

2 To North -tmedcan standârds.

3 This is evident in rhe case studies desc¡ibed in Chapter Trvo.
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patrons and behaviouts that are present in nþhtclub culture. \While my argument stems

from Butler's concepts tegarding performance of gender and Goffman's dramaturgy theory,

other sþnificant issues emetged around body image, fashion, exhibitionism and voyeurism.

Though issues surrounding pùvacy and surv'eill¿nce âre seemingly contrad.ictory to the topic

of performance, they aÍe an important addition to this study in order to ensure pâtrons

teceive the maximum levels of comfort. These aÍezLs àre analyzed, to aid in the explanation

of nightclubs as \rer.ues for varying types and levels of performance. Chapter Two

investìgates precedence in the built enviroflment, where performance has been displayed in

vadous degrees- Three case studies in New York City, The Brasserie Restaurant, Remote

Lounge and the Prada Flagship Store, illustrate how theoretical concepts explored in Chapter

One are applied in the built environment. The research has been limited to a North Amedca

context due to the potential cross-cultutal differences in perceptions of performance and

pnvacy- Cultural anthropologist Edward Hall (1966) has found that perceptions of space

have been linked to the influence of the sutrounding culture (Hall5 1,966). However, even

v¡ithin the North Amedcan culture, perceptions of performance and pùvacy are entirely

subiective and cteate additional limitatjons because they are difficult to accurately measure

(Privacilla, n.d.).

Chapter Three illustrates my desþ objectives and application by demonstrating how

a nightclub can be effectively desþed to accofrrnodate those who wish to see, be seen or

remain anonyrnous. Essentially, spaces need to be accommodating in order to make the

range of potentially diverse patrons perfortn various identities and feei most comfortable.

The nþhtclub will be located in downtown Toronto, Ontario, one of Canzda's largest and
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most culturally diverse citiesa. Due to Toronto's large population of approximat e\y 2.48

million people reported n 2001(City of ToÍorito Urban Developmenr Services, 2003), there

are obviously mote establishments in existence and thus a large nightclub culture is already

present. The desþ is intended to be a fiamework t}rat can be applied to nightclubs in

North r{.mericas. The project is mainly theoretical which is unavoidable and intrinsic to âny

practicum without a specific client. Since there js no client to guide the programme, a

consultant was teferenced throughout the process to ptovide guidance and accuracy true to a

practical example. ,{.lthough parts of this report can be applied to nþhtclub desþ in

general, all nþhtclubs will likely v^ry n client base, user group and location restraints.

The following chapter will iliustrate key terms, explain their imporrance and

investþate several issues, concepts and theories pertaining to performance. The literary

investþtion and analysis will provide bacþround knowledge and pertinent information to

help guide the nþhtclub desþ.

I UNESCO (Jnited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) declared Toronto as rhe
world's most multicultural city tn 1993 (Empods Coqporatìon).

s If a nightclub culture is already present. This is based on personal expedence - having been to many
nightclubs across Canada and parts of the United States - they possess ri*il^. characterisJcs, themes anà
requirements.
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CHAPTER ONE

Literary Investigation and Analysis

The significarìce of performance in 21" century nþhtclub desþ revolves around

theories related to Sociology,,{.nthropology, Psychology and Environmental Psychology. As

such, a cross-disciplinary inqurry ptor.ides a more comprehensive theoretical framework to

thoroughly understand how peopie are influenced by the built environment. The intent of

this chapter is to invesrþate how nþhtclubs provide essential venues in contemporary

culture as places to perform va¡ious identities. I begrn by defining the prominent terms and

concepts that zre the underþing structure of the report. I then chronicle how and why

performance of identity arose in contemporary culture and its importance in the built

environment. Subsequently, the evolution of the nþhtclub, its present culture and its future

responsibiJities are explored in order to illustrate the venues' importance in the 21" cenrury.

lJltimately, the chapter gathers, investþtes and analyses relevant concepts and theories that

ate pertinent to the study and act as the foundation for the final rughtclub desþ.

Defining Performance of Identity

In otder to understand the basis of my argument, it must fust be clear what is meant

by petfotmance and identity. These are two terns that emerged as â post-modern construct

in the late 20ù centurT. Some scholars, in particular post-modern feminist theorist Judith

Butler, contend that identity does not exist without performance. Conversely, I look at

identity as separate from performance and ptoceed to explore Butler's concepts regarding

performance.
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Identiqv

Since the mid 20'h centtrry, identity theory has emerged as a trend towards an inward

focus and concepts of the self continue to rise in North Americal (Allon, 1,979). Identity has

been desctibed as a sense of self - as in a sense of who andwhatwe are pavis, 7992). The

sense of self can also be dedved from one's body image - from the way we perceive our

bodies to appear and feel (Schildet and Fteud in Silverman,1996). In fact one's body rrrrage

can be cteated equally ftom the self and ftom others, through actions - what we do - and

reactions - how others react to our actions (Schilder, 1950). Identity is ephemeral and will

take on many different forms for each person during the span of a single day, yeat or

liFetime. In fact, "the self consists of a collection of identities, each of which is based on

occupying a patttct;Jar ïole"2 (Stryker and Burke in Desrochers, Andreassi, & Thompson,

2002). Therefore, identity could be defined as a form of expression, stating who we are

u¡ithin our various roles.

Architectural schol¿r Bryan Lawson (2001) stresses that thete is a psychological need

to create and maintain orìe's owfl identity. Furthermore, psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud

identifies that people possess a narcissistic view of the idealized self; the desire not of pure

self-love but for an idealìzed version of themselves (Flolliday,2007). When coupled u¡ith the

dynamic nâture of identities and roles, it becomes cleat fhatpeople are continuously trying to

1 Social identity and identity formation theodes have also adsen but will not be tlre focus of this study.
Instead, only identity theory which reflects role behaviours is of relevance (Desrochers, Andreassi, &
Thompsor¡ 2002).

2 This will be explored further in the section ?erformance of Identiry: The Evolution'.
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improve their self-image by occupying or þerforming' identities over the course of their

lives.

Performance

The concept of performing one's identity stems fiom Buder's concepts regarding the

perfornance of gender. Butier (1990) states that one's gender identity does not correlate to

their specific biological sex and is mote directly related to how one feels and sees themseh'es

within a parttctizlr gender Soup. The chosen gender identity is then conceived and

performed. She believes each individual is capable of choosing and creating their most

fitting identity for the glven situation, thus making gender almost completely

intetchangeable. She has coined the term "performativity" to denote "a dramatic and

contingent construction of meaning2' @utler, 1,990, p. 139). Consequently, Butler (1990)

argues that gender can be ptoduced on the body's surface but does not necessârily represent

the petson inside. I believe this can be applied to identity in general, as described in the

following observation by architectural scholar Beatrtz Colomina (1994):

Even to look into the eyes, traditionally the only way to see

into the pdvate space of the mind, is now but to look at a
public display. The eyes are no longer a "mirror of the soul"
but its catefrrlly constructed advertisement.

þ.8)

Colomina identifies the diffi.culty in seeing the private space of another's mind as if it is a

hidden or protected mask atop the sutface of the real self. The soul is seen as unattainable

and replaced by a façade appropdately named in a world full of marketing as 'advertising'

one's chosen identity. Ted Polhemus, anthropoiogist and fashion scholar, documented

identity construction of everyday people such as 'Tutu' who states: "I just surf right out of

my wardtobe, becoming whoevet ot whatever I want to be. I am a figment of my own
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imagination" (Ioto in Polhemus, 1996). Tutu's statement emphasizes the endless possibility

of creating and petforming an identity confuming Butlet and Colomina's obsewations; that

tlre private intedor identity is not necessarily what appears on the public exterior façzde

@arnard, 2002). However, if individuals have the ability to perform a chosen identity, is it

not possible to select and present à'tr)e' representation of themselves?

Perforrnance: Real or Constructed Identities

\ü4rere Butler and Colomina 
^tg.ue 

that identity is performed, I argue that identity

exists on a continuum. Since the individual is responsibie for their own performance, they

could choose to eithet display a constructed façade - a false identity - oÍ a true reflecdon of

their teal identity. \üØhere the complete performance of a constructed identity is on one end

of the contìnuum, the real reflection of the true self is on the other side. In order to explain

how performance is displayed in varying degrees on a condnuum, I use sociologist Erving

Goffman's front and back stage behaviour as paralleled in his theory of dramaturgy.

Dramaturg, aterrî coined by Goffman, equates human behaviour in everyday life as

âctors in a theatrical setting. Since all actors petform their actions on â front stage and

prepâre their characters back stage, Goffman applies this to the concept of front and back

tegions or realms of life. The 'ftont region' is the impression people make to the public; the

façade or mask in which people choose to reveal to the public. It is always active and

applied until one is free to move into the 'back tegion'. The 'back region' is the concealed

tegion, not accessible to the general public. It only happens once individuals are removed

ftom the public realm and hidden from society (Goffman, 1995). Everything that is needed

to prepare the actor for the ftont stâge is usually done back stage (Wallace and WoH, 1995).

The true or real identities of a person are only present when in the back region because of
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tlle absence of performance. If back stage with another person, the level of performance is

rel¿tive to the levei of comfort one feels with that individual. The more people involved or

the more public the space, according to Goffrnan, an inctease in personal performance will

be requked. I believe this demonstrates that the transidon ftom back to front stage lies on a

continuum, between a tn-re teflecdon and a manifestation of the self.

Anne Davis Basting (1998), a playwtþht and scholar, argues tìrat aging is a crucial

element of identity. Sirnilar to Stryker and Burke's statement conceming identity toles,

Basting describes aging as performative, like wearing different masks throughout one's

lifetjme. She believes that youths are able to 'laminate' cultural masks to their bodies easiet

than older people, who are therefore expected to be mote tlemselves without external

influence @asting, 1998). In this sense, Bastìng would hold that older people are mote likely

to perforn their true selves a¡d actu¡ithin the back stage tealtm of Goffman's dramaturgy3.

There are m^ny other factoîs, apzrrt fiom gender and age, that affect the display of

real or constructed identitiesa. Because of this, it is even more impottant to understand why

performance occurs alonga continuum. The identity one displays at any given moment is in

a constant state of transformation; it varies and changes along the spectrum of real and

constructed representations of the seH. The nþhtclub becomes a stage for this act. ,A.s a

result of the dynamic construction, perfornnance of identity is difficult to measrüe and is

subsequently referred to simply as one's 'chosen'identity.

3 This is one of the reasons why nþhtclubs and bars cater to a youflger crowd, since they are more likely
¡ssding and wanti-ng to petfom.

a The observations and theodes looked ât âre from a North Amedcan perspective, but is not
representative of all cultures present in the çographical ørea.

10
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Prior to investþting how this is accounted for in nþhtctub desigÊ' a brief

bacþound study of how and why perfofmance of identity evolved will provide an

understanding of its importance in contempotary cuiture'

Performance of ldentity: The Evolution

There is relatively little literature regarding the significance of identity prior to the

20'h century. In fact,identity has been defined as â Post-modem concePt that emerged from

several phenomena orþinating in modernity (Barnard' 2002)' The following sectìon

chronicles the evolution of how and why the performance of identity became an impottant

concern through modem, post-modem and crxtent culture'

The Modern Consumer

The emergence of consumerism has had a large impact on society, especially on the

creation of identitys. Consumerism emefged from the era of mass production that flanked

the dse of industrial capitalism and urban gfowth after the Second World \War and the

resulting baby boom (Sturken & Cartwright, 2001). ,A.s employment fâtes increased, people

wefe expected to take on different tasks and take on more roles. The escalating employment

led to an increase in disposable income and therefore in the public's spending powef

(Hebdige, 1979). As a result, planned obsolescence emerged âs â new matketing stfategy

that encouraged the development of identity as a purchasable and replaceable commodity'

Instead of experiencing, achieving or learning who we think we âfe or who we want to be'

citjzens were more likely to buy and consume their identities (Bicket, 2003). Identity became

5 Inadverrently, consumption has also helped the nightclub business by granting the general population

the ability to purchãse a ticket also known âs a cover ch"rç to gain entrance to a venue that allows them to

showcase themselves in these spaces. In other words, patfons pay to display their chosen idenúties'
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a commodity that could be purchased in ordet to be performed, tather than a iourney of

Iooking within6.

General consumpdon helped to creâte identities through the vast amount of

products accessible to the general public. There was ân endless possibility, a 'freedom' to

buy products that would help styie and create an individuai's identity. "It has been argued

that people derived rheir sense of ... place in the world and their self-image at least it P^tt

through their purchase and use of commodities which seemed to glve meaning to their lives"

(Sturken & Cartwrþht,200'1,,p. 193). These products, as visual and cultural scholars Marita

Stuken and Lisa Carrwrþht (2001) contest, added more than just surface value, they added

meaning?. Emphasis was placed more on the value of commodities instead of on their use

(Debord, 1.967/1,994). Consumers buy products for the value they represent, such as the

promise of a specific liFestyle, look or vocabulary, rather than for the obiects themselves

$4alossi, 1998). \I/hile the consumption of objects bec¿me directly associated with identities

as images, these images were ceated and tailored to the mass culture, creating a mass

identiry unique to Modernism (I4alossi, 1998). Modemism reiected the o1d production

methods in favour of standatdization. !?-here products were once unique and hand crafted,

they were now simplified as a result of being mass-produced with the aid of advanced

6 This was more accessible to or desired by some than others. Regardless, I believe that the focus has

now evolved from being able to purchase an identity to being able to create ari identity. As a result, spaces that

allow people to test ând display their created identities become important.

7 This can be equally applied to the desþ industry: "style is a necessity, but it is not enoìg¡ It has never

been enough. Style *"á. ió be chatged with meanirg, then promoted, manufactured, and delivered to the

consumers-who value it and will plry for it" (Àdalossi, 1998, p. 183). In order for nighdubs to be compeútive,

they need to be chzrged *rth rroi only style but v¡ith meaning. Meaning helps to sell a product, an idea and

pháe i¡ order to uppä 
".rd 

convince gu.sts that one space will be better than another. Based on the desþ of

the club, the meaning of the space will produce a different expedence'
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machinery (I(aiser, 1985). Modernism was believed to reform society ftom its previous

ornamentation and decoration by preaching utility, simplicity, standardization and

minimalism (Fieli & Fiell, 1999). This cteated a collective, mâss identity whete the consumer

wouldbuyinto antrrrage created formass cultute (l\4alossi, 1998).

The Mass Market

The concept of creating an image for the mass culture is clearly evident in how

corporations have been dealing -ith the evolving global market. Globalization may have

started as arl economic phenomenon in the 20ù centtrry but it has resulted in a phenomenon

of identity (Bicket, 2003). ,\s corporations grew and began spteading their resources around

the globe, creating an image became important in identifying and branding the company.

Branding makes use of Semiotics, a theotetical form of communication that seeks to

transmit ideas thtough the coding of objects that carry meanings to a broader audiences.

Semiotics has been an increasingly pertinent tool in the 21" century as a significant vehicle

for exploring concepts in unique contextse. With the rise of globalization and consumerism,

businesses, individuals and ptoducts have all telied heavily on the images and identities that

are visually communicated to the larger population. This is required to differendate one

company from another as they spread across the globe. While businesses, franchises, stoïes

and products establish themselves atound the world, they rarely take into account the

8 Semiotics can be defi¡ed as "the srudy of signs and symbols âs a means of cultural communication"

@iell & Fiell, 1999, p. 572). In fact, French linguist Ferdinand de Saussure divided sþs into two different

caregodes - the signifrer and the signified. The signifier is the physical or actual word, imaç or product,

wheieas the signi-ûed is the meaning behind them @elsey, 2002). The relationship betweeû the two are often

inseparable which therefore makes tle context exceptionally important.

e When semiotics is applied to the built environment, buildinç and objects are enriched with symbolism

to give meaning and help people relate better to their surroundings (Fiell & Fiell, 1999). Refer to Chapter

Three for specific examples where semiotics has been applied to desþ.
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different cultural or geographical contexts of each individual location, and instead portray

one overall general identity. This "corporate dictatorship" has been met with some

opposition as it begins to form a monoculture, where the possibiJity to individualize or

differentiate is objected (Shiva, 2003). Globalization seen as creating a monoculture ftom

the increase of standaylizatton and neglect for its surrounding, reflects a modemist

ftamework. I believe globalization in the 21" cenhrry is tying to become more post-modern

in its approach by encouraging cultutally divetse perspectives onto existìng products or

environments.

The initial increase in transportadon, technology and the media introduced a rise in

diversity. Through diversity, Ievels of tolerance have been enhanced, encouraging peopie to

display cultural or individual beliefs, opinions and identities in the public realrn. This

inclusion of difference, diversity, plutalism and eclecticism, however, has also made it more

difficult to distinguish one's identity from another (Bennington and Massumi in Connot,

1989). This observation can be paralleled to Naomi l(lein's (2000) comment tegarding

advertising and car be compared to the effect of globahzatton on the cteadon of identity:

"the more advertising there is out there ... the more aggressively brands must matket to

stand out" (p. 9) The more difference there is the more one must perform and appear to

stand out; difference spav/ns individuality. Therefote, g\obalizatton has not only encouraged

people to be ftee to display their partictrlat identities but has also taised the differentiation

necessary in order to stand out.

The Post-Modern Consumer

,A.s consumers began to teahze theit active roles in society, they began to want

creatfve input in the selection and desþ of their identities. They were tj¡ed of being the

14
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mannequins of mass culture and rvanted to more appropdately exptess themselves as

individuals (Xtlalossi, 1998). Subsequently, Post-Modernism emerged as a reaction to

Modemism; moving away from the mass and catedng to the individual, allowing them input,

to be part of the desþ decision.

Post-Modemism transpired ftom an industdal-based economy to a post-industrial

economy witlr a focus on information, service and multi-national marketìng, selling and

consuming (Basting, 1998; I{ages, 2003). As a result, employment opportunities required

perfected social behaviour in an increasingly service-based industry. Through the escalating

demands for the ideal employee or citizen, the performance of an identìty - whether actual

or assumed - becomes necessary in order to compete in the workforce or societyt0. This

requires people to perform certain roles ot identities in order to compete. In doing so, they

are conforming to an ideal or constructed identity - orle that conveys the tþht iook and

appeal. French philosopher Michel Foucault, studied power relations and obserwed how

society is controlled. Foucauit, in his book Discþline and Punish: The Binh of tlte Prison (1977),

regards power as held by the masses, whether it be the citizens, prisoners or victims tn any

institution. He believes society is secretly being surveyed and controlled by t}.e routines

imposed on them by the presence of watchfil supen.isors (as cited in Butler, 2002). Fot

example, using Foucault's theory, employees, knowing they are being surveyed and required

to perform specific identities and scheduled toutines, are empowered through the knowledge

10 The necessity to compete is extrapolated from the rise of educational standards and the need for
companies to brand themselves in otder to compete in an increasingly demanrling market. In addition, I
believe the plethora of reality television programs is an example of society's obsession with frnding the perfect
candidate. These shows require participants to perform as a str tegy for winning. I believe these television
programs are a teflection of how the general public feel about needing to compete in an increasingly global

-arket.
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of such organtzed systemsll. In another example more relevant to this study, pâtrons go to

nightclubs knowing they will be on display and can therefore act and react appropnately.

Instead of being passive participants in the su,rveillance present in these verÌues, the public

takes this knowledge and uses it to their advantagelz. This example, although related to the

nþhtclub, demonstrates the public's active role in society and their potential abiJity to affect

contemporary culture.

The 2l" Cenrurv Hvbrid of Individualities

The 21" century has introduced a hybrid of cultures, styles and ultimately identities,

where 'anything goes' polhemus, 1996). As a reaction to modernisms mass culture, post-

modemism became a "cultural pluralism of contemporary global society" (Fiell and Fiell,

1999, p. 573). An eclectic collage of 'synchronicity' - where the past, present and future

function simultaneously, is evident in contemporary culture, especially in nþhtclub fashions

polhemus, 1996). French soci¿l theoristJean Baudrillard, defined post-modem society as a

'simulacrum' - a teality created by simulations or 'simulacra', where there are no originalsl3

(Ilages, 2003). Baudrillard was influenced by the Ftench Situationist Guy Debord, rvhose

book entitled The Sociey of the Spectacle tn 7967, illustrates how society has become comprised

of images and reptoductions of the orþinal. Society has therefore become a hybrid of ideas

and cultures. Accotding to Debord's theories perforrning identities which âre not

completely accurate of the original true identity is common, impþrng that society revolves

11 I believe co¡porations are realizing their demands and have tried to offset the conformity by
implementilg casual days which allow the individual to creatively find their own wâys to express their
individualities.

12 Explored further in the section entided Nightclub Culture.

13 Simulacra as defined by Baudrill¿¡d is a copy or representation of an origrnal (i{ages, 2003).
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around fictitious facades (Debotd, 1967 /1994). Using this standpoint, everything becomes a

petfotmance; there is no unique original. This resonates in Butler's (1990) theory regarding

the construction of gender; thete is no tme gender, it can only be performed.

Significance in the Built Environment

Possible resttictions imposed on society, increased toles and responsibiJities and the

escalating toletance levels in the global cultute all contribute to the cuffent need to perform

one's chosen identity. Society seeks ways of defining their chosen identities through self-

expression, which is integral to ofle's sense of identity (Davis, 1.992; I{aíser in Cunningham

& Voso Lab, 1991). I believe the built envitonment should reflect and therefore

accommodate the crütent cultutal and behaviorxal needs of individuals, that is why it is

important to have spaces where individuals have the freedom to frrlly express themselves and

petform their chosen identities. In fact, built environments since the turn-of-the-centuÐ/

have arisen as spaces for petformance in both public and private areas. A.n example of this

can be seen in Austrian architect Adolf Loos' residential interiors which, he believed, is

where the drama of people's lives unfold. Loos designed houses as if they were performance

venues where the interaction of public and private settings mirrored the relation between the

actot and spectator. By the altangement of tooms and fr.lrniture the architecture 'frames' the

life inside creating different levels of performance and privacy. The house becomes not only

the platform that displays tlre subject but also that which produces the subject in a series of

theatte boxes and voyeuristic settìngs (Colomina, 1994). The Möller house, built in Vienna

n 1928, is an example of the theatricality present in Loos' interiors. Figures 7 and 2 illustrate

how the dining room has been desþed as if it were a stage. The dining room is raised and

ftamed by the living room's dark paneled walls, ceiling and floor. The dark living room
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contrasts the tþht dining room, âttrâcting more attention to the raised space. There is a set

of stairs that connects both levels but folds into the 'stage' hidden ftom view.

Figure 1: The Mölier House Dining Room

Note: Ftom Privacy and publicity: Modem architecture as mâss media (p. 258), by B.
Colomina, 7994, Carrbridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press.
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Figure 2: The Möller House Dining Room Section: The drawing illustrates the actor's gaze
ftom the raised stage which looks out to the back garden.

Note: From Privacy and publicity: Modem architecture as mâss media Gt. 243), by B.
Colomina, 1,994, Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press.

Many of Loos' interiors have þored windows as portholes for looking out and instead

regarded them for the sole purpose of letting þht in. It appears that the Möller House

dining room has either a larger window or less window coverings than the litirg room to

increase the amount of þht on the space mimicking the âmount of þht usually aimed

towards a stage. The seating arrangement of the lioiog room eflsures people have tlreir backs

to the windows, forcing those inside to focus their attention on the intedor. Having the

seating arÍangements against the v¡indows also makes people who sit in those seats invisible

to the rest of the interior, as the light tends to shadow those in front. Those entering or

akeady in the space are immediately actors being watched by the hidden spectator

(Colomina, 1,994). The space also ptesents the opportunity for residents to perform or

express themselves in the comforts of their own homes and not open to public scrutiny.

Anothet example of this phenomenon, where the built enrrironment is set up as if it

were â petformance, occllts when sitting in the theatte box of a latge auditorium. The

theatre box originally provided the privileged a view of the acfr;r,I performance and a
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"private space within the dangerous public te kn" (Colomina, 1994, p. 244). However, while

the theate box is a physically isolated spâce, positioned above those located in seats below,

the artjculated architecture drarvs attention to those sitting beneath it (Colomina, 1,994).

Subsequently, it becomes a petformance in itself.

\lhere Loos instils theatricality in his houses and the theatre box provides pâtrons

the roles of both actors and spectator, not all spaces can allow the complete fteedom of

expression, such as lsligious, educational or organtzattonal institutions. Spaces of

entertainment - namely the bar and nþhtclub - have accommodated the need fot display

and performance. The following section will illustrate how the bar has always been a space

of performance where one could go to see and be seen and investigates how it developed

into a signifrcant cultura-l venue.

The Nightclub's Evolution

Since the 17ù znd 18ù centuries public houses, inns, saloons, taverns and social

venues have been important cultural spaces throughout Western civilization. Traditionally,

these establishments have been spaces to purchase alcoholic bevetages, places of escape

ftom private homes and lives, and places that allow people to engage in social networking

(Âllon and Fishel, 1979; Sommer,7969). It is important to note, however, that these public

venues were ultimately places where one could go in otder to see and be seen (Sommer,

1969). People wanted to make their presence known and to take notice of who was present.

!Øhile maintaining their original function as places to serve alcohof these venues developed
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into two different environments that catered to diverse audiences: the pub þublic house)

and the barl*.

The pub, which progtessed steadily in Europe, was a casual space where the public

couid enjoy alcoholic bevetages and social interaction. In contrast, the bat evolved

throughout America and grew into a more glamorous space catedng to ân elite clientele.

The bar became notorious for its supetfluous focus on aesthetics and ideas of display and

performanc.tu @yder, 2002). However, it should be noted that these social venues were

typically occupied by male customers. In fact, there was a drama:dc increase betrveen 1880-

1900 where all-male clubs and ddnking establishments became very populat spaces fot men

to express their masculine solidarity Q.Jelson & Robinson,2002). They were spâces where

men could get together with othets, have a drink and discuss work, family life and other

matters that pertained to the lives of men only, sometimes at the ex?erìse of wives and other

women @owers, 1998). The only women who were temporarily allowed in some lower-end

bars were prostitutes; 'respectable' women were never invited ot welcomed into ttaditional

men's clubs.

Throughout the mid to l¿te 1900s, as women began to appear more ftequently in

public, 'the mafl's bar' slowly adapted itseif to accommodate the 'other' genderto. Initially,

however, they were not firlly integrated into the existing envitonment. For example, most

r+ The pub is an abbreviated term fot pubìic house.

15 Which rvill also be sñFhasized in the bar's evolution into the nightclub to be explored further in to the
section. Furthermore, the American progression of the bar was seen as a place to display one's conspicuous
consumption and wealth (Grimes in Ryder, 2002;Waker, 1933). Whether the facade was representative of a

real or constructed wealth the barwas a space of h:-xury where one could demonstrate theit status through the
abiJity to pwchase numerous alcoholic beverages.

1ó Women's preserce in public was a slow and gadual process, and did rot occur in the bar until it was
socially accepted and was initiated by þrostitutes', wor-king class women ot wives of working class men.
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bars in Western Canada at that time did not permit men and women to sit in the same

section togethet. Beer padours were separated into two sections: the men's and the

women's. Â man would escort a woman to the appropriate section, then proceed to his

section and order the woman a dtink ftom the separate room (Sommer, 1969). Other bars

were desþed rvith a side doot providiog " sepârâte entrance for women to enter and

proceed to a back room or permitring them to order aicohol to take home (Powers, 1998).

Eventually couples were allowed to drink together in the women's section of the Isar, z

phenomenon known as 'mixed drinking'l7. This was followed by a fult integtation of both

sections to encompâss the present day bar'demogtaphic'8.

The bar, and later the nþhtclub, offered a relatively new opportunity for women to

display themselves without the negative connotations of the past. Until the end of the 19'h

century, women who appeared in the pubüc realm were seerl as prostitutes and looked down

upon. Therefore, if women wanted to maintain their funity, th"y remained urithin the

privâte realm. While bars became popular veflues for men, then working-class women and

filaally 
^veta;ge 

womerì, they were also seen as places of tefuge and leisure where the prior

minorities, women and homosexuals could openly demonstrate their relationships and could

perform their desired identities without restraint (À4cD owell, 7999).

Bats also play an important tole in the acceptance of various sexual orientations

throughout history (Basmajian and \üØescott,7997). Homosexual behaviour was welcome in

very few spaces and was typically demoted to the 'ghetto' or back street bar (Valentine,7996,

17 Horvever, it should be noted tlat social customs of the period frowned on public displays outside
heterosex'ual relationships-

18 Iflteglation of both sections over a cettain period of time as no exact dates or time frames have been
found.
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p. M6). Betrveen 1890 and 1940, bars were significânt public spâces where homosexuals

could openly demonstrate their relationships and transgendered people could perform their

desired identities without resttaint (I\4cDowell, 1999, p. i57). Bars were places rvhere

homosexuals and cross-d¡essers could "come alive" and where they could meet others and

feel accepted in public @asmajian and'S7escott, 1997). These venues wete often seen as

their homes, where they had the "best of tjmes but also the worst of dmes", as bars could

never be considered fully safe (Basmajìan and 'Wescott, 1,997). Similar to the reaction that

women's initiâl presence had in public, other marginalized groups including homosexuals

and cross-dressers gained 
^ 

gÍe t deal of attentìon when being displayed in public. Howevet,

this was looked upon much mote negadvely than that of the women's. Since bars were

public spaces known to typically house homosexuals, police and other members of the

community who disapproved would often raid and even rape the patrons (Basmajian and

rùØescott, 1997). In fact, the Second World Wat pushed'subotdinates'back into hiding and

did not allow them to re-emerge until the 1960s Qt4cDowelt 1999). This forced those who

frequented bars to do so at their own risk. Horvevet, an increase in cultural acceptance of

gay culture has lead to â resurgence of 'gay bats' as safe and desirable places of self-

expression (Holert, 2002).

Simuitaneously, the eaùy 1920s inuoduced a variance of the typical bat. A venue

that catered to 'the new children of the night' who wanted to have â 'show' with music,

dance and no curfew - ultimately a place of entettainment (.Walker, 1933). The nþhtclub

emerged as an altemate to the bar; to provide an additional type of ddnking establishment

catering to the public's diverse entertainment needs. It became an active bar, with desþ

emphasis on the dance floor, loud music and short convetsation. In fact, since 1953 a dznce

floor of a specific size allowed the space to be elþible for late liquor Iaws (fhomton, 1996).
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This is seen as a prtm ty benefit the nightclub had over the traditional bar. Thomton (1996)

looked at reasons why the nþhtclub would be pteferred over the ttaditional pub ot bar and

found that beyond offering extended liquor hours, the nightclub offers â meâns of escape.

As Lives become more complex, stressfirl and mundane from daily rituals, social outings - in

particular the nþhtclub - have grown to be more vital and cherishedle. Thornton describes

escape through the means of aesthetics whete the music, interior desþ and lþhting effects

provide a distraction from the outside realm'0. Nþhtclubs have therefore become

increasingly more architecturally significant as desþers ultimately cre te new forms of

reality by experimenting u¡ith new ideas, concepts and technologies with little restraint (Ällon

and Fishel 1979; Ryder,2002). This initiates interior desþ as a tool and influence in the

frrnction of the space. In fact, spectacular desþ can be seen as a prominent marketing tool

as nþhtclubs become destination points where the latest ttends are being tested (Richatds,

1ee8).

Thornton continues to describe another reason behind the evolution of the

nþhtclub âs â venue that caters to similar demographics and tâstes. Where bars "ctoss age

and style boundaries" nightclubs are venues that cater to patrons u¡ith similar sexual

relations, taste in music, fashion and intedor atmosphere (fhomton, 1996, p. 22). These

factors often atüact people due to the almost guaranteed compatibility of patrons. In fact,

le Thornton (1996) also points out that where the bar offered a space of retreat from work, the nþhtclub
offered a space catering to youtlr, who were anxious to escape the pressures or conformity regulated by their
parents and family life. She explains how youth create time-rnarìâgement strategies to gain control and self-
expression by following non-traditional schedules. As such the nightclub ptovides a venue open when most of
the rest of the population is asleep.

' 20 Intedor desþ can be defined as "the art or practice of planning and supewising the desþ and

execution of architectural intedors and their furnishings" (À4erriam-\üØebster Online).

24
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nþhtclub patrons and their behaviour continue to influence the nþhtclub culture as it exists

today.

Nightclub Culture

In order to best desþ a spa'ce, desþers must realize, acknowledge and understand

the users and theit behaviours. Nþhtclub patrons tend to place a lot of emphasis on

^ppe 
r^nces and are influenced by visual consumption. I believe this is as a result of

exhibitionist and voyeuristic behaviour present in nþhtclubs. If society really "zte beings

who ate looked at, in the spectacle of the world" then we u¡ill fotever be concemed with

how we look (Lacan in Silverman,7996, p. 195). That is not to i-ply that individuals have a

passive outlook on their appealraflce, but instead allows for a "double movement of having

and being, creating an ídealiz.ed self in the gaze of the other (object of one's desite). This

explains one of the most firndamental and pleasurable activities of the scene: to look and be

looked at" (Bech, 1997 n Holliday,2001, p. B3).

Nishtclub Patrons

I contest that nþhtclubs are places where patrons ate free to express their chosen

identities. Although one's identities can be displayed in several ways, the most apparent

approach in such a visually stimulating space is by a visual means. "In contemporary culture,

the body has become the site of identity. !Øe experience our bodies as separate from others

and increasingly we identi$r with our bodies as containers of our identities and places of

personal expression" (Entwistle, 2000, p. 138). Appearance, tlrrough the selection of

clothes, styles and fashions "comes easily to serve âs a kind of visual metaphor for identity"

(Davis, 1992, p.25). French psychoanalystJacques Lacan also believes people rely on an

external representation for theit visual identity but "he refers to this representation as a
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"screen" rather than a mirror reflection" [-acan in Silverman,1996, p. 18). \üØhether one's

exterior appeararace is used to teveal ot conceal different aspects ot identities, it is ultimately

used as a form of communication @arnard, 2002). Fashion helps to non-verbally

communicate crucial personal information, such as gender, age, class, status, occupadon,

personality, tâste, mood and so on (Lurie, 1981; Roach and Eicher, 1973). Since nþhtclubs

are spaces that depend on a ceftain type of social interaction, fashion allows communication

on vali.ous levels.

Fashion in the 27" cenitry allows the individual to fully express their chosen identìty.

It has been stated that "[flashion has an increasingly important frrnction in the creation of

spectacle as an optical illusion" (À4alossi, 1998, p. 27). Whether or not fashion in nþhtclubs

is an optical illusion of the true ot constructed self, I believe that the importance is in the

individual choice of what to perforrn. The individual ultimately has the choice of attracting

or repelling attention to their body by what they choose to weâr @amard, 2002). Their

chosen fashion acts as a meâns of liberating or restd.cting their identities, allowing them the

chance to play out their desires ot feats (Iseëlon, 2001;Banard,2002). Fashion is left up to

the individual with littie limitation, allowing the individual to take conftol of their bodies

and, therefore, their identities. The resulting product is a post-modem collage of different

identities.

Since my practicum defines nþhtclubs pdmarily âs spâces of exhibit, display and

performance, fashion is very important to the masquerade of attending the venue. I argue

both nightclubs and fashion possess a reciprocal relationship; nþhtclubs need fashion just as

much as fashion needs nþhtclubs. Since the identity of the self is so important in all aspects

of social life, nþhtclubs rely on fashion to draw in their clients. In a similar way, fashion
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relies on nþhtclubs as the most sympatletic verìue for acting out personal identities. Mote

simply, nþhtclubs are venues which display fashion and fashion is displayed in nþhtclubs.

Both ate vehicles in displaying and perfortning vatious identities.

Nichtclub Behaviour

-As mentioned previously, one of the prominent reasons why patrons attend the

nþhtclub is to see and to be seen. ,A.s a result, the nþhtclub raises interesting issues

regarding the levels of public display whle triggering exhibitionist and voyeuristic

behaviour". These behaviouts can be conscious or unconscious in both the actor and

spectator roles. Fot example, one could make a conscious effort to dispìay or exhibit

themselves in ftont of others, while othets mþht be on display without even knowing it

which is achieved by a voyeur's petsistence. The voyeur can also be seen as possessing two

different acts of looking: the first type of voyerü is so absorbed in the spectacle that they

have lost self-consciousness; while the other is 
^w^re 

of their actions and participation as a

part of the spectacle (Sartre in Silverman, 1996). It is important to undetstand thete are

multiple ty¡res and levels of scopophilia and scopophobia which should be accounted for in

the built environment22.

Although both exhibitionism and voyeurism are concepts that date back centuries, it

wâs not until the 19ù cennrry when peninent theories , that are sdll relevant in contemporary

culture, were introduced. Many of the theories portfây similâr concepts revolving around

21 Exhibitionism can be defined as the tendency towards display or exüavâgaût behaviou¡ (extrapolated
from A-llen, 1991); "the act or practice of behaving so as to attract âttettion to oneselfl' $4erriam-S7ebster
O"litrÐ. Voyeurism can be defined as the act of obtaining gratification from looking at others; "À watcher
who remains unobserved" (Àdadear, 1'979,back cover).

22 Scopophilia can be defined as the desire to look and be looked at and Scopophobia can be defined as

the fear of looking or being looked at (Extrapolated from Allea 7974).
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gendet differences primarily stemming ftom the rvay in which women ate the objects of the

mart's gaze.

Thtoughout the great cities of the 19ù century, men's presence in the public domain

gave birth to the male flâneur (À4cDowell,7999). Introduced by Charles Baudelaire and

Walter Benjamin, the flâneur is a man who strolls the city; observing the public without

engâgng in it, he creates a spectacle amongst the citizens (Sturken and Cartwright,2001).

This activity essentially empowered men's sense of masculinity, created solitude within urban

centres and promoted voyeuristic tendencies @ile, 1996). "The flâneur was the fust to be

seduced by the wodd of appearances", and was cornmonly attracted to the women of the

street23 @ile, 1996, p.232). This initiated men as conraining a voyeurisnc gaze and left the

fate of most women as "the passive object of desire who only gains meaning through

displaying herself and being bought" (Pile, 1996, p. 235). The role of rheflârcurwas innately

male and was never an option imaginable to women at this time, as they were inherendy the

captuted audience.

Freud defined these voyeur behaviours âs a natwal tendency that develops sub-

consciously and is established àt zvery young age. Freud indicates that differences in gender

perceptions originate from young boys' fears of castration that occurs as a result of looking

at their mothers2a. At such an eatly age, the male is established as a "looker" and the passive

female as being the "looked" @endell, 2002). Through this, the womân becomes the female

spectacle on display in public spaces for their ever-captive male audience.

23 AIso known or referred to as prostitutes.

2a Âfter visually recognizing that his mothet does not have a penis, he invents fetish objects that might
replace the mother's lost penis (Rendell, 2002, p.77).
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Goffman also claims that certain gendet roles aÍe expected rvhen appþrng

dramaturgy to society. Through the presentadons of ftont and back stages, there are more

strict standards of women's front stages than those of men (Goffrnan, 7995). Society

expects that women are always well-composed whjle in public ar'd are, therefore, susceptible

to public scrutiny - mainly from men. This could be why the objectification of rvomen is so

widely accepted in society; women turn themselves into objects on display for men in order

to avoid insult (Berger,7972).

Thtoughout the late 19th century, however, women began to emerge ftom the

domestic realm and into the pubìic realm. \Whether it was "to promenade, go shopping or

visiting or simply to be on display" women's presence did not go unnoticed (Pollocþ 2000,

p. 163). Parkins Q002) notes that rnitiaily women entered the public at their own risk. Their

initial presence attracted attendon from both men's inhetent voyeuristic behaviour as well as

being'new'in public. This immediately forced v/omen to be increasingly self-conscious of

theit appearances and consciously 
^wàre 

of theit'audience'. In fact, Anne Friedberg, a film

scholar, demonstrates that window shopping introduced their ability to stroll in public,

similar to that of the male flâneut. Friedberg coined the newly present modern woman as a

'flâfleuse' now available to participate in the visual culture of modernity (Sturken and

Cartwright, 2001).

More tecently, another type of flâneuse appeared. Similar to the need for women to

be mote concemed with their front stages, so too must homosexuals - since they may be

confronted or hatassed by the overwhelmingly ctrious and often disapproving public

(Valentine, 1,996). ,{.s a result, mafry homosexuals speak of a cefiatn discomfort of being

watched, terrned the 'evaluadve' gàze, when 'on the scene' (Hoiliday, 2007, p.71). Thts gaze
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leaves them feeling inadequate and undesitable. Saþ Munt (1994), a professor who studies

cultural formations, recounts how she leamed to deal with the evaluative gaze from a ftiend

of hers named Brþhton:

Brþhton introduced me to the dyke stare, it gave me
permission to stare. It made me feel I was worth stadng at,

and I learned to dtess fot the occasion. Btþhton const-tucted
my lesbian identity, one that was g'iven to me by the glance of
others, exchanged by the looks I gave them, passing- or not
passing- in the street.

@ile, 1 996, pp. 235-236).

Munt created the 'lesbian flâneut' in order to combat the feeling of being a victim of the

heterosexual gaze. This empowered her to control her desire to look and be looked aq

which I argue confums Foucault's theory previously explored as Munt gained control oveÍ

the public suweillance (?ile, 1996). This could be seen as a combative or coping mechanism

due to the lack of privacy and forced perfotmance. In fact, there have been several simil¿r

reacdons to deter t-he ever-increasing public gaze, a topic to be explored firther in the

following secdon.

Nþhtclubs are important soci¿l spaces that allow overt public behaviour of seeing

and being seen throughout tfre establishment. Has the nightclub become â venue for the 21"

century flâneur in all its variatjons? I believe the venue welcomingly accommodates the

contemporâry flâneur and flâneuse but is not limited to or responsible for providing a

backdrop for their sole enjoyment; since they ate only one rype of patron among other

patrons who mþht not wish to be made into a spectacle2s. Nightclub pâtrons are drawn to

these venues because they can be both actots and spectatots interchangeably. Unlike bars,

25 Different types of pâtrons are developed further in the progrr--e in Âppendix A.
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nightclubs focus on dancing, music and technologies as their main atúactions and depend

more on a certajrt amount of physical activity. Due to the vast âmount of space desþated

for a dance floor, it becomes the focus of the interior and portrays the unavoidable forms of

exhibitionism. The remaining guests - those positioned outside the dance floor and

removed from the role of exhibitionist - (in)voluntarily assume the role of voyeurs or

flâneurs. The distance between the two contrasting roles and lack of any physical and visual

barúer cfe te a vulnerable environment for those who wish not to be seen. Cleady, this

poses a challenging desþ problem that seemingly contradicts the intrinsic riature of the

nþhtclub; people go to clubs to dance, sociahze, see and be seen, but not exposed or made

uncomfortable26.

The deliberate intention of exposing the patrons as representations of either the

actor or spectâtor roles began to question the power of desþ (Boissiete, 1998). This sense

of theatrical display and exhibition has been achievable by manipulating the scale,

arrangemertt of views, sþht lines, the use of stages, platforms ot levels, mateiah|y,l€htitg,

technology and type of entrance. As a result, the interior desþ of these public spaces,

spâces that people were previously using âs a meafls to escape or entettainment, were

becoming spâces of exhibition.

Nþhtclubs, like any other consumer ddven business, must set themselves apart from

other establishments offering the same or similâr services. The competition has become

even fi.ercer because of the sheer volume of nightclubs that are being built today. In otder to

continuously attnct customers and distinguish their nþhtclub, the increasing trend in the

26 Comfort in the nightclub or public space refers to attaining a certaln level of intimacy and control over
one's own immediate space (Colomin¡ ,1994).
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desþ of nþhtclub interiots has been through tlle use of special architectural features2T. This

also works as a marketing tool where the customer helps to "spread the word" about

diffetent establishments. As a result, desþs ate becoming more unique and eye-catching

with unusual elements, and features. Some nþhtclubs are even æing to the extent of using

shock value featurestt to gain attention. The presence of nudity or an over-abundance of

video camer^s are just two examples of how the desþ of nightclubs is becoming more

inuusive. These recent trends emphasize the need for these spaces to accommodate

different levels of perforrnance whjle also privacy.

Perfotmance versus Privacy

-As previously mentioned, nþhtclubs have offered society spaces to display and

perform. I argue howevet, that they have not done so adequately fot 21" centu1' society.

The built environment must allow various degtees of petfonrrance rang'ing from public to

more private forms of exhibitionism. Spaces must promote the ability to be free to establish,

perform and showcase one's chosen identity anyrvhere along the condnuum without

limitation: "Different spaces of petfotmattvtty affotd subjects more or less critical distance

ftom the performances of identity in which they engage" (Holliday, 2001., p. 80).

The nightclub has been known as a social place where the utrnost forns of public

behaviour are present (Cavan in,{llon and Fishel 1979). As Robert Sommer, a pioneer in

environmental psychology (1969) contests, it is assumed that these establishments do not

require any privacy due to their intrinsic social nature. I argue, however, that nþhtclubs are

one of the most important places to provide pnvacy in otdet to ensure pâtrons are

27 Al architectural feature is a prominent or notable design element.

28 The term "shock value featue" refets to features that ¿¡e used for a sudden and alatnring imFression.
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comfortable. ,{.s previousiy descdbed, the bar was seen simply as a social gathedng place

where people went to enjoy an alcoholic beverage, to see or be seen and as a place of escape

from one's home orwork- all of which can be enjoyed alone. Infact, there are some bars

that attribute most of their business ftom single patrons just interested in having a beverage.

Sommer has named this patron the "isolated drinker", which is not to be confused u¡ith the

"solitary drinker", who enjoys dnnking by themselves av/ây from others. Instead the isolated

drinker enjoys drinking in the presence of others, without necessaly interaction. Thus the

purpose of the bat is to cÍezte an environment whete people can come togethet to enjoy the

presence of others. It is importânt to note that this can be equally accomplished by alurge

or intimate group and even by an individual petson (Sommer, 1969).

The lVleanins of Privacv

Privacy has increasingly become a loaded term in contemporary cultute and must be

defined in otder to undetstand its meaning. ,{. sense of pdvacy is something that can be

achieved through both mental and envitonmental means. Though both instances are tn fact

related, each has within itself the ability to influence the intensity of the other. Before

entering a space, each petson possesses a patttcular inclination towards being either social or

solitary. The built environment has the potential for altering those initial feelings. This

project focuses primarily on how the built environment influences people's sense of pdvacy

and the way in which it can affect theit sense of feeling private or social. On a daily basis,

everTone exercises desires to see or be seen by others but also to not see or be seen by

others. It only stands to reason then that the built environment should accommodate both
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these tendencies in public spâces. It appears, however, that contemporary ptacnces desþ

only for sociai tendencies and l¿ck in ptoviding âdequate pdvate sp"..sto.

Pdvacy is a relatively unique term when compared to other major European

languages. \X/ith its many diverse meaninç and rich associations, the English version of the

word is more inclusive than other translations in other languages''0. Since the exact meaning

of the term varies accotding to the particulat culture and time it is used, it is necess^ry to

define rhe rerm relative to this study3l flV-d, 1999):

1. "selecdve control of access to the self or to one's Soup" (r\ltrnan, 1975, p. 18).

2. "The ability to control intetaction, to have options, devices, and mechanisms to prevent
unwanted interactìon, and to achieve desired interacdon" (R.apoport,1.972 in Altman, 1975,

P.17).

3. "Control of movement of information across a boundary from person to person, person
to group, group to group, or group to individuaf' (Shils, 1966 n Altrnan, 1975, p. 1B).

The importance of privacy is gaining currency in contemporary desþ and is no

longer seen as immeasutable; quantifiable data and information is now being seen as both

valuable and accurate. For instance, prtvacy can be easily controlled by the location of

activity zones in relation to other functional spaces. In addition, visual and acoustic

screening ate other meâsures of controlling the levels of privacy in the built environment

(fechnion Institute for Research & Development [IIRD], 1978).

There have been many claims that the built environment, especially in the public

realm, should accommodate varyng levels of privacy. For example, scholar Ir'ùdn '{ltrnan

2t It should also be noted that tàese tendencies have in the past been accounted for in residential spaces

but not in social spaces within the public realm.

3o In compadson to the French or German term ('\ùØard, 1999).

31 The definitions reflect pdvacy within the buüt enr.iro.-ent.
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who, Iike Sommer, studies environmental psycholory, believes that spaces must be desþed

to change with the needs of its occupants. He contests this is achieved through appropriate

mechanisms for divetse territorial functions and rvill prove â more successfi.rl, sustainable

environment32 (Altman, 7975). For example, restarxants that provide dining areas with

privacy for a table of trvo as well as for a table of nvelve will ensure that intimacy within that

type of public space will be met at diffetent levels. Altman has accounted for varyng

degtees of privacy and includes in his analysis a spâce that is entitely public. \)Øhile I agree

tlrat there must be varying levels or pnvacy,I maintain the need for a minimum level of

privacy present in all public spâces. In fact, I atgue that without some form of privacy,

public spaces cannot be successful.

Public spâces without privacy are uncomfortable and have claimed to cause the

following: annoyance, adverse ¿ffects or iritability, exploitation of the individual, a struggle

with the environment and may even result in displacement to another business area"

(Altman, 1975; Esser & Greenbie,7978). The pdvate individual is vulnetable and powerless

in the exhibitions of the public tealm @reslin, 1996). Anothet effect, due to a lack of

prívacy, is crowding and thus the cteation of stressfrrl environments (Esset & Gteenbie,

7978, p.68). Studies show that the unpleasantness of crowded spaces can cause people to

have hostile and negative reactions towards others and theit environment (I\4ehtabian &

Russell, 1,974). Furthermore, involuntâry exposrlre to others c n Lt times ftinge on the

individual's fteedom of behaviout (IIRD, 1978). In fact, psychology scholars Albert

32 Terdtoriality is defined as "behaviour by which an organism characteristically lays claim to at area and
defends it against members of its own species" ftlall, 1966, p. 7).

33 Displacement to another area would ultimately force paúons to other nightclubs, therefore losing
business.
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Mehrabian and James Russell (1974) found that there was a grcater sense of fteedom when

there was an increase in privacy and territoriality. Mehrabian and Russell (1974) also see

stresses of crowding and the necessity of privacy 
^s 

a ptoblem that can be remedied by

interior desþ.

So what happens when there is not enough prrvacy rvithin a space? Sociery has

learned to cope vrith the inadequate environments' lack of privacy and individuals take

matters into their own hands.

Cooins Stratesiesæ

When desþ has not adequately provided for the necessary component of privacy in

the built environment, society must develop coping strategies. There ate sevetal examples of

how privacy is achieved in public spaces with insufficient âmounts of privacy. Unwritten

cultural rules, for example, ate usually estab]ished for deficient environments and are cleaúy

seen in places like men's public washrooms.

Psychology scholars Michael E'fuan and Charles Batan wrote about the neglected

privacy in male public washrooms. Studies show that men have cteated unwdtten spatial

rules in order to instil more pruacy within these public spâces @sser & Greenbie,1978).

Urinals often do not have partitions separating them and in otder to cope with the lack of

privacy, men will often try to leave a vac flt udnal between each other. Men also tend to

avoid eye contact or 
^r7y 

other interaction between others in the washtoom at that time.

This is an interesting situation, since washrooms âre supposed to be one of the most private

spaces within the public realm and therefore w^rra;nt a rethinking of curent desþ

sttategies.
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Since people spend most of theit time 'ftont stage' and in the public sphere,

Goffman believed the 'back stage' to be h-1ghly valued and extremely important. WhIe

nightclubs and bars tend to focus on the patrons 'front stages', the omitted'back stages' may

ptovide flecessary refuge ftom the constãlt facades and image upkeep needed in public. I

see Goffman's 'back stage' behaviour as not only a place closed to the public and hidden

from the outside world but also as a place comfortable enough for one to let their façaðe

down. In public spaces, 'back stage' behaviour is typically saved for the washrooms, but as

Efran an.d Barann point out, this refuge has become ttezr impossible to achieve in men's

washrooms. In fact, contemporary washrooms are becoming unique petformance spâces

into themselves'4. If the washrooms âre not providing spaces where patrons can escape to

find comfort in the public realm, then privacy must be offered in otl'rer spaces.

Foucault ârgues that the problem with architecture is that it is built "to pernit an

internal, articulated and detailed control - to render visible those who are inside it" (Foucault

in Bennett, 7994, p. 131). This confirms architecture's role in influencing the âmount of

pÀvacy attainable in the built environment, whjle also raising pertinent issues of surveillance

in the public realm.

Surveillance

As technology becomes more teadily aveilaþls and easier to manufacture,

suweillance techaiques ate continuously evolving in order to þrotect' one's safety and

privacy. -As a result, technology has improved security measures in public as well as pdvate

spaces. For example, rrideo camerâs are often placed in public âreâs to help maintain a level

3a Examples of current public wash¡ooms are illustrated in Chapter Two and,tppendix À.
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of visibility at all times and organnations can track what websites âre accessed from personal

computers in order to prevent internet crime. As equally as technolory c rr be used to

increase privacy, it is easy to see how it can be used to exploit that privacy. The use of

technology to aid in surweillance has been latgely debated as it can be seen to both increase

the general public's sense of privacy but also increase the possibility of over-exposure.

When not knov¡ing â spâce is surveyed, individuals are captured without their knowledge and

may view this as an infringement on their privacy. With technology, then, the boundaries

between public and private become blurred, questionable and challenged.

Architect Lynne Breslin (1996) argues against theories that regard technologies âs a

violation of an individual's pdvacy, sa)'Ing that without such equipment, public spaces

ultimately become transformed into private ones, tendering them r,rrlnerable to anti-social

and undesirable conduct. She identifies the importance of visibility in order to keep

suveillance and to protect people as well as public spâces (Bteslin, 1996). \W-hile Bteslin

raises interesting ârguments against the need for privacy in public spâces on behalf of

surveillance and public safety, where does she draw the line? If there should be no privacy

in public spaces, how does this explain the privacy needed in public washrooms, or fitting

rooms in retail establishments? In order to have a safe environment in the future would she

propose to have video cametas in every stall to ensure safety and reduce 'anti-social'

behaviour? This is where I believe carefr¡l space planning and selection of interior elements

are hþhly valuable. Intedot desþ has the potentìal to create safet environments vrithout

the dependence of surveill¿nce technologies without the increased cost of installing

snrveillance equipment. Inadvetently, surveillance is becoming an attractive medium of

exploring concepts fot more than just safe|y or pdvacy.
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In addition to being used to protect individuals' privacy and safety, surveillance

techniques are also being exploted as attistic means or desþ elements. Sutveillance is being

used to represent and comment on cultural values and behaviows typically revolving around

voyeurism and exhibitionism. This can be seen fot example in the flumerous teality

tele'nision progïams, internet programs, chat groups, broadcasted material as rvell ^s 
art

installations and interiors that involve recording devices such as video-cameras, projection

screens and bugging devices (Guldemond,2002). The recent obsession of the gaze could

stem ftom society's desire to observe because of being "fascinated by the visual

representation of ourselves" and othets - "we are very much a culture of voyeurs" (Staples,

1,997 n Himmelsbach, 2002, p. 506).

I believe the increase in surveillance - whether for safety, privacy or artistic

commentary - has raised fundamental issues concerning the blurring of the public and

púvate realms. I suggest this is ân âttempt of bridging both realms, making them more

accessible and comfofi¿ble for individuats, ând an acknowledgment that neither extreme is

desirable for society.

Summary

The literary investþtion is necessary n order to attain relevant backgtound and

theoretical information required for the final desþ. This chapter explored how

performance of identity evolved and how the nþhtclub provided a necessâry vehicle to

express one's chosen identity. Ultimately people seek some form of self-expression, which

has become a social and visual performance. It is also clear that spaces where individuals

have the freedom to express themselves and perform their identities are crucial in

contemporary culture. I explore the nþhtclub as one of the most âccessible spaces where
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performance can occur at various degtees, providing different levels of privacy. I also found

a minimal level of privacy to be significant and desired in pubic spâces.

The Iitetary investþtion and analysis serves to compliment precedence found in the

built envirorìment which urill be explored in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

Case Studies: Investigation and dnalysis

Iühere literatute teviews ptovide a theoretical frameworb the case studies present

examples of practical applications of theory to the built environment. Case studies have the

inherent benefit of presenting infotmation in greât detail. Projects are usually well

documented and have a systematic examination of the procedure and outcomes (Francis,

2001). Due to the limited amount of nightclub literature, various types of establishments

have been used in ordet to attain the required information regarding performance and

desþ1. The case studies thathave been conducted are: The Brasserie, Remote Lounge and

the Prada Flagship store, all located in New Yotk City. Although these projects are not

nightclubs per se, they each explore themes that ate relevant to this study: performance,

voyeurìsm, exhibitionism, suweillance, and privacy. $Øith this in mind, the relevancy and

applicabiJity of the selected sites ate of equal value to this study.

The architectural spâces that will be taken into account include: the ftont entrafl.ce,

seating area, ttar, washrooms and the location of all other ptogtammattc requirements.

Accordingly, the architectural elements rvill encompass the scale of the elements, public

versus private spaces, levels, platforms or stages, khtirg, finishes, transparencies,

technology,rnateriñty, sþht lines and the arrangement of views.

I In addition, they have been limited to contemporary North ,{medcan built enviro.-ents completed
since the year2000.
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The Brasserie

The Brasserie is a restaurant located in the Seagram building in Manhattan, Nerv

York desþed by architect Mies van det Rohe. The ¡estawant, desþed by architects Diller

& Scofidio, completed in January of 2000, was a replacement of the previous Brasserje

desþed by Philip Johnson n 19592. The original Brassede wâs â casual} hout dining spot

that srrvived until a frrc tn March 1995 forced it to close. Elizabeth Diller and Ricardo

Scofidio have tecently emetged ftom their atchitectural and theoretical installations to

designing full scale structures. The Btassetie is one of their first interiors and their fust

restâulant. The project is an exampie of how theory and diverse concepts can be applied to

the desþ of interiors.

The concept of the space reflects its location in the modernist building. The

restaurant is located half a storey below street level in the glass and steel torver's solid stone

base. This prompted the atchitects to play with ideas of glass and vision ("Diller & Scofidio:

The Brasserie",2007). As a result, transparency, surweillance, performance, voyeurism and

ultimateiy the concept of seeing and being seen were all explored in the space @etsþ, 2000;

'Brasserie in New Yotk", 2001). The establishment was desþed to put customers on

display as part of an ongoing dining performance (Abrams, 2000).

Lavout

The 7,000 squâre foot space seats approximately 212 guests. The restaurant has two

points of entry: the main entrance which is accessed through revolving doors at the street

2 -Architect Phyllis Lambert, who origiaally convinced her father to select Mies as the architect for the
Seagtam builrling, also encouraged the current restaurant's owners to choose Diller & Scofidio to redesþ the
space (Betsky,2000).
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levei and a door from the lobby tucked awày ^t the back of the restauÍant. The space

consists of an entry vestibule, main dining area, secondary dining room, bar and washtooms

(see Figure 3).

Figure 3: The Brasserie Floor Plan
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voyeurs in the cloakroom are now put on display for those who ate al;eady seated. The

process is dramatized even further by the exaggerated length of the treads which prolongs

the descent and exhibits a spectâcle similar to a model on a fl.]nwây as shown in trtgute 4

(Abrams,2000).

Figure 4: The Brasserie Entrance Procession: The images captured at the revolving doots ate

illustrated in the bacþtound above the bar.

,{ smaller scaled staircase located at the end of the vestibule, which can assumingly

be used for deparnrtes, could also ptovide an alternate access that does not require such a

dramatic entry. This secondary staircase, although not mentioned in any articles reviewed, is

a clever desþ feature that offets pâtrons a less intrusive alternate to the more public glass

staircase. However, regardless of which staircase is used, all patrons'who enter through the

ftont entrance âre featured on monitors within the restautant. ,{ second video camera is

located in the lobby and captwes ânyone that passes thtough the tevolvjng doots. The

Se-þ#

Note: From "Brasserie in New York," Detail, p.247.
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images are then relayed to 15 LCD scÍeens above the bat in a delayed freeze frame sequence

seen in Figure 4. This recreates each guest's entry for themselves and the test of the

restâuïant to watch. If one was s :ll uneasy with the thought of having their entrance

broadcasted ro â room filled with people, the second entry into the restautant is located away

from the two video câmeras. At the back of the space is a door and staircase that connects

to the central tobby of the Seagtam building. This provides a less grandiose and more

secluded entry and may be the desþers' attempt at accornmodating vatious levels of

performance and privacy.

The physical bar, located in the centre of the Íestautânt, also contributes to the

voyeuristic elements in the space. While most of the cotrnter space faces the bat, there is

also a smaller portion that faces the main dining area. This provides people waiting to be

seated a view of the occupâncy rate but also allows guests to sit outside the spectacle urith a

good view of the restaurant. A wine cellar that is featured behind the bar offers anotler

architectural play on vision. Behind a translucent wall of etched glass panels, wine bottles lie

suspended horizontaliy. This creates ahazy image, simulating a blurted perception i-ply-S

a subtle message "on the nature of drinking" (Goidberger,2000, p. 1a0). This witty effect is

similâr to the artefact wall in the secondary dining room. ,{. 48 foot long tilted wall is

comprised of special lenticular glass panels that obscute sight through it when viewed on arl

angle but become clear when viewed perpendicularly (Abrams, 2000; "Diller & Scofidio: The

BrasseÍie", 2001). Behind the glass are a host of unique artefacts and vþettes designed by

the architects themselves (,{.brams, 2000). This plays with one's sense of vision and

concepdon of glass, especially since the 48 foot long wall is tilted to look as though it mþht

fatl,.
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The washrooms are another exploratory space that questions the levels of pdvacy in

â spâce typically reserved for 'back-stage' behaviour. The dividing wall between the men's

and women's washrooms is made up of semi-transpatent honeycomb panels that blur the

visual link between both spaces. Thete is also a common resin washbasin that runs through

the wall, creatìng another visual association that simultaneously denies a physical connecdon.

\lZhile marry performative qualities exist in the space, the testaurant is successful at

providing vatious degrees of pdvacy through the seating types and room sizes. The main

dining area houses private booths along one perimeter walJ" a bar on the opposite side,

banquette seating on the other two sides and vatious sized tables in the cefltte. Similarly, the

smaller dirirg room has various sized tables and banquette seatìng but could also be used as

a prívate dining area. It also contains a movable partition that can close off three quatters of

the space to create afl even smaller, more intjmate room.

,\lthough the main dining area ts quite large it does not seem vast and exudes 
^ 

gfeàt

deal of warmth. I would attribute this to the continuous peânr/ood veneer laminated ply that

forms the banquette seatìng and runs along the wall, ceiling, and opposite walt as shown in

Figwe 5. The veneer forrns a loop in a rþple, wave-like fashion that seems to hold the

space closer together (Abrams, 2000; "Diller & Scofidio: The Brassetie", 2001). The colours

and textures of the Brassede also help to emit awarm glow to a structural stone basement.

The deep orânge pearwood is contrasted by the soft white chairs and leather banquette but

complimented by the pale green resin tables and booth partitions. The various textures also

creãte a :rrch and exciting aesthetic. Nøith desþ elements like the resin tables and

washbasins, an indþenous stone bar counter with stainless steel side panels, translucent walls
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and gel-filled vinyl bar stools, the dynamics of The Brassede rvork together to stimulate the

senses and test the distinction between private encounters and public spaces.

Frgure 5: The Brasserie Peatwood Loop

Note: From "Dillet & Scofidio: The Brasserie," Atchitecture and lJrbanism, p. 75.

The þhtìng also plays an integral pzrt in cteating the warm atmosphere. The þht

sources in the main dining areà aÍe embedded within the architecture. Hidden between each

wali and ceiling ripple is fluorescent lþhting, which heþs the adjacent pot lights illuminate

the space. The large wine cellar wall behind the bat is internally lit which provides most of

the remaining llght. The secondary dining room is lit by pot-lights and rvall mounted
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fxtures but also relies heavily on its internally lit artefact wall. While most of the light

sources in The Brasserie are camouflaged throughout the ïestauraflt, it has been criticized for

insufficient accent lrghti.S for each table (Abtams, 2000).

Although the space is exceptionally successful at ptoviding various levels of

performativity and privacy, I have found sevetal questionable desþ features. -As previously

noted, the secondary dining room allows a more intimate experience than the larger main

dining area, however, the desþers chose to locate the main washtooms in the s^me are .

Moreover, guests must walk through the private dining zre to get to the washrooms. There

is a smaller, universally accessible washroom across the testautant in the main dining area'r

but since it is removed from the other washrooms, it most likely goes unnoticed and unused.

What is perhaps most startling, is the fact that the universaþ accessible washtoom is located

in a space accessible only by stairs. Though the barder-free washroom wâs most likely â

result enforced by code, its real purpose is contradicted because of its segregation ftom the

othet washrooms and inaccessibiJity.

Ultìmately, the space evokes a feut amount of sensuality and wârmth, regardless of

the amount of technology present. The video cameras and monitors are subtle desþ

elements amidst the other bold desþ gestutes like the central glass stairway, the two

illuminated object walls, the leaning booth partitions and the deep orange tþple-loop. The

space is frrll of interestìng features, yet does not seem ad hoc or disjointed; the concepts

throughout the space are both continuous and complimeflt^ty. The overall impression of

the restaurant is one of timeless elegance which is neither too technologically futuristic nor

overþ trendy. Clearly, The Btassede is a restâurânt frrll of interesting concepts and visual

experiments; it not only functions well but is inviting and visually stimulating. I believe this
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space has successfi.rlly managed to integtate various levels of performatìvity and prtvzcy )n a

single âreâ encompassing both extremess.

Remote Lounge

Remote Lounge is essentially a cocktail lounge located in New York City, desþed

by Jordan Parnass Drgrtal Architecture (|PDA). It was completed in September and opened

in Octobet 2001. Described as an interactive media bat, it presents itself as the ultimate

space for exhibitionist-voyeuristic performances in the technologically-focused 21" Century

(Alsenas, 2002). Owners I(evin Centanni, Leo Fernekes and Bob Statton are partners of a

compâny called Controlled Entropy Ventures (CEÐ which develops interactive

entertainment technology S-emote Lounge, Press/Raising the Bar Section). The concepts

for the development of Remote Lounge originally stemmed ftom their observations made

concerning the following trends: Iocation-based entertainment, internet broadband and the

success of reality-based television programs (ibid) Having spent almost two years perfecting

the concepts along with the technologies for Remote Lounge, JPDA's expertise was â

perfect addition. JPDÄ is a "multidisciplinary fum, speciahzng n architectural and rligrtal

media desþ" S.emote Lounge, Press/Convergence by Desþ Section, u2). The expertise

and experience of both the owners and desþers compliment each other to creâte a unique

technological environment.

The main concepts of the space revolve around pure forms of exhibitionism and

voyeurism in a higlrly technological and interactive fashion. The Remote Lounge website

describes the space as being desþed with a "media as architecture" approach through a

3 Extremes in relation to performance refe¡s to the highest degtee of exhibitionism versus the lowest
degtee fot pnvacy.
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digital entertainment medium (R.emote Lounge, Press/ConveÍgence by Desþ Section). I

believe that these concepts teflect peoples need and desire to perform in an exceptionally

blunt fashion with very little restraint. The space demands a heþhtened degree of

communication on many different levels and encourages people to meet and intetact with

others.

La)¡out

Remote Lounge is a dense 3,000 square foot space that can accornffrodate up to

approximately 300 people. The lounge consists of two levels: an open main level and a more

intimate lower level as shown in Frgure 6. The venue's only entrance is through a completely

mirrored façade, which allows patrons to prepâre and check their appearances before

entering. In addition, the use of minors could be seen to physically reflect the public

domain outwards, while simultaneously enclosing the rel¿tions of those insidea. Upon fust

entedng the space, the abundance of technology is clearly evident and obviously advertises

that'fiont stage'behaviour is required at all times. \X/ith more than 60 video cameras and

100 monitors and projection scÍeens, there is hardiy an instance of private space. The

website states that the lounge "invites [the patrons] to explore themselves, each other, and

the world" (R.emote Lounge, Press l{it/Frequently Asked Questions Section). I believe this

statement comments on the fact that people do not fully know everything about themselves

or others and the venue teflects the current need for spaces of exploration and display in

contemporary society.

a The photographs of the front entrance depict subtle front signage. I have heard that the latest 'trend' irr
New Yor-k City is a lack of signage or front facades in order to keep the establishment strateg'ically hidden. To
be trendy has been considered a differentiation ftom mainstream, and once universally accessible, it loses its
appeal @,ntwistle, 2000).
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Frgure 6: Remote Lounge Floor Plans: Indicating console and cameta locations.
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Frgure 7: Remote lounge Furniture Plan
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Note: FromJordan Parnass Digrtal Architecture LLC, 2000.

The fumiture consists of custom desþed and engineered 'cocktail consoles'rM

located in padded alcoves which are the patrons primary meâns of communication (see

trigure 7). Each console comes equippedwith a câÍnera,, monitor, message screen, joysticþ

telephone handset and counter frrll of various buttons (as shown in Flgure B). N7hen seated

at the console, the patron can conftol rotâte and take snap shots ftom other cametas with

the use of their joystick. They can also call or text message othet consoles and even place an

order at the bar. The closed-caption cameras relay images across the space and to other

consoles the entire evening whjle also capruring the events to the Remote Lounge website.

The images ftom the night's events are avaiabLe to not only the patrons but the genenl

public and can be emailed along with a message to other people. Images downloaded to the
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website are categorized by day, time and carneta dating back to its opening in October 2001.

A brilliant matketing tactic, pâtrons must proceed to the venue's website in order to firl-fill

their voyeutistic pleasures. The advanced technoiogy in the lounge has also made it possible

to load and display attwork onto the system in vad.ous formats. This allows the space an

opporrunity to re-theme and te-invent itself daüy (R.emote Lounge, Info Section). Since the

typical hours of operation are ftom six in the evening to four in the morning, there is also

the possibiJity of opening the space as a gallery dudng the daytìme. The technology

endowed the space with a certain level of flexibiJity, thus broadening the potential use and

actìr'ity of the spâce as a whole.

Frgure 8: Remote Lounge Interiot: Looking towatds back of establishment. Consoles are in
the foreftont.

Note: FromJordan Parnass Dtgt"i Atchitecture LLC, 2000.
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The space emits a hghly technological presence that dominates the temaining

interior features. In fact, the finishes are a reflection of the abundance of technology used

throughout the space; since the technology and custom made consoles occupied most of the

budget there was little money left for the finishes. ,A.s a result, the floor is poured corìcrete,

the walls are painted and the alcoves are covered in vinyl paneling and upholstery. These

suffaces, although simpie, are 'drunken idiot-prool that could essentially be washed down

after each use (Alsenas,2002). I believe the plain finishes also provide â necessârily simple

backdrop that emphasizes the focus on the myriad of monitots and strategically placed

hidden cameras. Since most of the wall surfaces are covered with monitors, the architecture

takes on a reflective riature of the patrons. This technologicat space, however, does not feel

cold or stelile and I would attribute this to the use of 'tetro' colours þellow, Iight orange,

pink and avocado gteen) which contribute to resemble a w^rm futuristic 
^pp. 

r^n .u.

The Remote Lounge website has refered to the space as offering the paúons 
^ 

garne

of 'I spy', where patrons at various consoles spy on othets, while simultaneously being spied

on S-emote Lounge, Info Section). However, I do not believe this space offers any

oppornrnity to 'spy', since the terrn implies a secredve act in which the opposed person or

thing is unâwâre of being spied on. In this situation, àîy patrort that entets the space is

cognízant to the fact that they may be seen at any time- through the act of seeing others they

reahze they are equally being looked at (Technion Institute fot Research & Deveiopment,

1978). Therefore, it is a constant game of display, knowing that there is always the

possibility of being watched. The website also emphasises the technology as being diffetent

5 The retro yet fututistic enr¡ironment is an example whete syncbroniciry, a tern explored in Chaptet 1 of
this report, is present as an example of the post-modern collage of the past, present and future.

54
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from tfrat of surveillance, since the sun'eying happens on a mutual, bil¿teral and consensual

level (R.emote Lounge, Info Section). tWhere Foucault describes surveillance as a power

relationship in rvhich one is in control of the other, Remote Lounge works on the basis of

equal, but complete, participationu.

Remote Lounge has gained recognitìon from various rvebsites and magazines like

Tine Qvlarch 2002), Popu/ar Science (À4arch 2002), Intenor Design Sune 2002) and Narional

CeogrEhic (December 2003) and is curtently being nominated for the Club \Øorld ,\ward

2004 n the best video category (IESTA Communications). I suggest the success of this

space is due to its ptogtessively direct reflection of contemporary exhibitionist and

voyeuristic behaviour; a social commentâry on the desire to look into the lives of others -

whether it be a means of escape, for curiosity, a question of comparison or the reasons why

we like to people watch.

Pnda Flagship Store

The Prada flræhip retail stote is located in the Soho district of Manhattan, New

Yotk. It was desþed by the Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OM,A.) led by Rem

I(oolhaas and acfinhzed by the Architecture Research Office (ARO), a New York based

fum and completed in December 2007. The retail space is located in a prominent 19ù

century cast iron and glass façade building and was the fust of four Prada epicentres. Prada,

a famous Italian-born fashion house, wanted to redefine the shopping experience and the

brand's image (Hart, 2002;Lot:o, Giammalvo & Quinn,2003). Subsequently, they hired

Rem I(oolhaas, a Dutch architectural icon znd creator of the Rotterdam-based firm OMA,

6lra fact an arúcle in the Los Angeles Times onJanuary 13,2002, describes Remote Louoge as the ideal
space for Foucaulq if he were young, hip and sìngle, to look for dates S.emote l,ounge website).
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who collaborated with their research team, the Architecture Media Office (AMO) @rake,

2002). Although l(oolhaas is knorvn for large architecturaf urban and cultural theories and

projects, he had been studying the shopping culture and rvas eager to attempt his first retail

experience pobo, Gi¿mmalvo & Quinn,2003).

Lavout

P:z'da is an expansive 23,000 square foot space which occupies the full depth of a

city block. The space consists of trvo levels: the main floor which acts not only as a retall

space but as a public assembly atea and a lower level which is designed for retail activities

andprepzration space for performances (refer to Figure 9). I(oolhaas exploted the epicentre

as a place "where the tectonic plates of metchandising and architecture collide and the earth

moves" (IJat,2002, p. 85). This accounts for the most prominent desþ featute in the

space: the architectural 'wave' shown in Figure 10. The wave forms a gorge connecting both

levels where one side opens and folds down to create an events platform and the othet side

is used as either bleacher seatìng or display shelving.
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Figure 9: Prada Floor Plans

Note: Ftom The McGtaw-Hill Compantes,2002.
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Figute 10: Prada Interior: The image on the left is the west side of the wave where the event
platform folds out. The image on the right is the east side of the wave showing the
bleachers.

Note: From Architecture þ. 105), by G. Brake,2002 Match.

!ühile architecturally magnificent, the wave is not the only way to descend to the

lower level of the Prada store. The space also boasts the only cylindrical 12 foú diameter

glass elevator in the United States, simultaneously showcasing customers and products

displayed inside the compartment (Brake, 2002;Hart,2002). Ptoducts being displayed inside

do not allow consumers a break ftom shopping while also displaying their activity to othets

in the store; this emphasizes consumerism âs ân ongoing public act. It also puts those

customers that physically require the use of an elevator to move between levels in a constânt

state of perfornance, always attnctjng the gaze of spectators that accompanies travel in a

glass elevatot.
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The main component of any retail establishment is the way products are displayed.

In addition to using bleachers as a unique way of display shelving, a lzi.ge ceiling-hung track

cardes 17 galvanized-aluminum display cages while a floor ttack guides six mechanically

operated display câges. The display cages cân rotate throughout the store âs constant

advertising or cafl be kept ât the back of the space dudng a performance. \When housed

u¡ith models displayingPrada products, the cages could present itself as a virtual fashion

show for customers, cteating a vttual perfotmance in direct comparison to the reality of the

wave's stage. The lowet level also displays items in a unique mânner. Products are displayed

on large compressed storage shelves typically used in libraries, healthcare institutions or

office spaces. Also known as rolling files, these shelves can be pulled àpeLrt or pushed

together to allow the space to be reconfigured in many different ways, creatìng different

sized rooms or hþh density storâge. This allows flexibility and adaptability for future space

planning needs. The wave also presents a flexible desþ feature in the sense that it can

remain an architectural sculpture or fold down into a perfornance platform. I believe this is

^ gre t matketing tool that could accommodate local performances or events arrd atftact

potenfial future customefs to the store itself.

Although the epicentte ptovides numerous performance âspects, my initial attraction

to this project evolved from the overt surveillance systems located in the dressing rooms

(refer to Ftgure 11). The dtessing rooms, typically the most private spaces in retail

establishments, appear to be constructed to challenge their usually intimate frrnction. The

fust paradox occurs in the use of tfânsparent doors that becomes translucent only by

7 Bold desþ features similar to the wave are examples of how interior desþ can affect business
management.
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pressing a pedal on the floor inside the dressing room. This, as well as connecting phones,

allows the customer to exhibit and contemplate outfits with friends outside the dressing

room without having to step entirely into the public realm. This is a subt]e technique where

the customer controls the levels of perfotmance and pdvacy they desite at aLty given time.

In addition to the see-through doors, exhibitionism and voyeudsm is also 
^pparcrut 

in the use

of technology. Each dressing room is equipped with a video camera that captures the

customer's back side and presents it in a delayed image on the front mirror, allowing them a

360-degree view of themselves. This sets up the customer as the petformer and spectator

simultaneously in an act of sef-exhibitìonism (H"tq 2002). Theit sense of self "is created

through an [i]maginary identification u¡ith the image in the mirror", in which Lacan believes

to some degree identity is always a type of fantasy (I{ages, 2001,124). Futthermore, the

video clips are recorded and added to the customer's profile in the company's database fot

either instant replay ot for âccess when shoppitg it other Pradâ stores ot online. ,{s a

result, Prada is always watching, perhaps not literally but indirectly. The technology also

permits customers to scâri bar codes to find more product information ot matching co-

ordinates. The activity in these private spaces - where most of the sales usually occur - is as

Hzrt Q002) puts it, "not just shopping, it's theatre" (p. B7).



Figute 77: Prada Dressing Room
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Note: Ftom Architectural Record (p. 85), by S. Hart, 2002Febnary.

The materials and lighting in the spâce correspond directly to five concepts which

I(oolhaas believes will create Prada's flew coflcept of luxurT: attention, roughness,

intellþence, waste and stabiJity @rake, 2002). I(oolhaas wanted to mystify and lure

customers by adoming Prada in luxury, which he successfully achieves by the use of

materials, l€htirg, technology and mechanized systems. If luxury is rel¿ted to the size of

space, I(oolhaas again succeeds, as the already immense volumetric space appears even larger

by genetous scaled desþ moves. In addition to the prominent two-Ievel wave, the south

rvall is another imptessive desþ featute. Coveted with translucent polycarbonate panels,

the original interior brick façade - including windows and untouched patina - is back lit to

cÍeate a blurred image of the past. The entire wall glows creating a magnificent source of
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lþht for the entfue store. The light travelling through the ftanslucent panels outlining the

hidden façade creates an almost theatncal backdrop. It is cririous though that the vefleer

prevents any natural þhting ftom entering the space and makes display windows

inaccessible. Perhaps the covering creates a beneficial atmosphete for performânces.

Regardless, this wall adds a cold, modern edge to the space and I would liked to have seen

the original façade cater to l(oolhaas' Iuxriry concept thtough its rough and stable

appeafance.

The most interestìng of l{oolhaas' five principles fot luxury is waste. Examples of

the waste component can be found in the effort towards displaying Prada's 'auta' and more

indirectly by the choice of flooring (Brake, 2002). Thete are thtee media booths located in

the space that have the sole purpose of emittingPrada 'auta'(ibid). It can only be assumed

that'avra'is referred to mean Prada's image or intended marketing feel. These media booths

display anything from past fashion shows, store information, the compâny website, ârtwork,

âmâteur film or anything that invokes the Ptada label. Although I believe any information

regarding Plz.da could be seen as advertising, Brake Q002) refers to the way the aura is

presented as a waste. These medi¿ booths use the latest technology and are equipped u¡ith

flat-screen panels in custom casework (ibid) Btake would argue that the outcome could

have been accomplished with less.

The following is a much more evident example of useless waste applied for the sake

of luxury. The large wave, including the events platform and bleachers âre covered with

black-and-tan striped zebrawood flooring, which has been consideted endangeted by the

Rainforest,A.ction Network (Brake, 2002). To make matters v/orse, the fragile material does

not hâve a finish durable enough to withstand the current volume of tnffrc and is suffering
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from scuffs and chipping. This is ptobably the most bl¿tant and damaging example of

displaying waste for the sake of luxury. Atrociously unethicat I believe that interior

desþets have a responsibility for sustainable practices, regardless of the tlpe of

establishment. Retail outlets are similar to nþhtclubs with hþh-turn over rates and an

emphasis on aesthetics however both venues can be achieved in an environmentally friendly

mannef.

Regardless of the ethical decisions Koolhaas made regarding certain features or

products, the Prada epicentre is an architectural masterpiece. The space has become much

more tllan aretai. store it has become a tourist destination and public assembly atea (Lobo,

Giammalvo & Quinn, 2003). The $40 million budget allowed for gtand, luxutious desþ

features and a flexible environment.

Summary

Cleady, the case studies illustrate concepts rvithin the built environment pertinent to

the study at hand. The Btassede, Remote Lounge and Prada Flagship Store are complex

intedor spaces with rich corì.cepts executed with ptecise detail. Despite any desþ

similarities, the tfuee establishments bore diffetent elements and levels of exhibitionism,

voyeurism, performance, suweillance and prívacy. The Brasserie's alternate entrances and

dining spaces allowed both private and public forms of occupying the space. Its use of

technology bordeted on that of surveillance but was incorporated so subdy into the desþ

that it was not the main focus of the space. In contrast, Remote Lounge created the ultimate

public venue, whete nothing and nobody was allowed to remain private. The technology

and consoles provided pâttons the ability to explore and display themselves in an equally

intrusive fashion. Although the Prada epicentre presented various aspects of performance,
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they predominantly revolved around fixthedng the Prada btand. The glass elevatot, display

cages, performance platforn and surveyed dressing rooms were all done to reinfotce Prz:da

as a popular consumer establishment and fr.uther brand the Prada image. It should be noted,

however, that all three case studies provided aspects of flexibility. líhether this was done to

ensure the longevity or success of the venue, the case studies remain ctucial examples of the

way in which flexible desþ is becoming more integrated within 21't Century design.

The information compìled in both the literatwe teviews and case studies will

ultìmately serve to inform the desþ programme and facilitate tlle practical application of

the theoretical research. The concepts analysed in the past two chaptets are applied to the

desþ of a nþhtclub, which will be pursued in the foliowing chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

Design Application

The literature reviews and case studies examined in the previous two chapters are the

guding factors which has informed the final desþ of a nþhtclub in downtown Toronto,

Ontario. The desþ has evolved ftom the programme which integrates the relevant

concepts with the necessary site and building information. This chapter begins by

introducing the desþ process with the prograrnme through to the explanation of the final

nightclub desþ.

Programme

The programme document has been compiled from various sources of information,

ranging ftom the theory presented in the trvo ptevious chapters, the site and building

analysis and finally to some personal data informdly gathered through my own nþhtclub

experience. Initially the site and existing buitding posed certain testricd.ons that immediately

influenced the desþ, thetefote this analysis is the fust in the document. Furthermote,

some pertinent concepts resulting from the literature reviews and case studies were applied

to recommended and required features. The ptogramme specifies the conceptual and

operational spâces, types of atchitectural elements, features and materials necessary to creâte

a versatjle space for nightclub pâtrons. The ptogramme has also been compiled from

personal obsewations, percepd.ons and experiences, since nþhtclub literature and data has

not been easily documented or found. For the complete progtamme analysis, refer to

Appendix A.
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Design

The programme initiated the schematic desþ which led to desþ development and

then the final desþ. The desþ addresses all the progtarrrmatic needs including the

theoretical concepts, opetalional and spatial funcdons, code requirements, architectural

featutes, furniture, Itghti.g and acoustics. For complete desþ drawings, refer to Appendlx

B.

Desisn Conceots and Lavout

'qMhat could be more theatrical than a nightclub" (Rickerd, 2000, p. 37)? Since the

inherent potential and appatent display of perfotmance in nþhtclubs has a certain theatrical

implication, I have chosen to tevolve the desþ atound the concepts of a theatre. The

building has thetefore been divided into ftont stage, stâge and back stage areas which mimic

theatre layouts and teinforces Goffmans' concepts regarding social behaviour. \ùØhere the

front stage area is more public and explores the extreme exhibitionistic and voyeuristic

tendencies tn a glamorous setting, the back stage is more pdvate and caters to more intimate

interactions in a humble setting.

I have chosen to name tlle nightclub in order to evoke a spatial and gaphic identity.

The overall nþhtclub is called 'id', as in 'identification' or 'identity', but can also be more

specifically referred to as 'ftont stage id' or 'back stage id' when referencing eithet the front

otback area.

Due to the heritage desþation, the integnty of the l(ing Street façade has been

structurally maintained. As an aesthetic element, however, an knage of a dancing patron is
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superimposed on the façade from a projector located across the street during the nightclub's

houts of opetationl. The John Street façzde is more lenient with less hedtage restrictions

and has thetefore become more experimental. ,{ perforated metal panel is affi-red at the

south end of the John Street elevation in order to signi6T the ftont stage area. The applied

panel acts like a constructed façade reflective of the behaviour happening in the interior

2¡t.space". The perforated panels which let rays of þht pass through creates silhouettes of the

dancers in the windows. This, as well as a video screefl placed on the exterior of the West

elevation, is indicative of the exhibitionism and voyeurism themes played out in the ftont

stâge âreâ. \ühere the front stage windows allow rriews into the establishment, tlle back

stage windou/s use metal screens as window coverings to create â more private experience at

the North end of the building.

Front Stage

The desþ concept incolporates two main entrances - a front and back entry - that

allows equal entry without prefetence for V.I.P. patrons. As a result, the procession into the

nightclub is equipped with separate bouncets, staff to collect cover charges and coat check

access but ultimately create different experìences. The ftont entrance off I('ing Street West is

similat to the adjacent theatte entrance - patrons are treated as though they are cherished

spectators and the interiot foyer is alatge, open, glamorous spâce. While the ftont entrance

and lobby in theatres are typically places to see and be seen, the pâtron is immediately aware

of the exhibitionistic and voyeuristic concepts atplay. Since the ftont foyer is on a mid level

t Both the proiected image and the location of the projector is conditional upon city and heritaç
approval.

2 The panel is attached to the extedor structure in the least intrusive way, similar to the existing canopy on
King Steet.
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between the main and lorver levels, the main level overlooks the foyer and is surrounded

with raüings in which patrons alrr.eady in the nightclub can look over who enters, again

advertising tìre concepts present on the main level. \ùØhle the patron stands at the front desk

to p^y the cover charge, they are being monitored by two video cameras - one in front and

one behind them - that display the images on the wall behind the desk, allorving the patron

to view themselves. The patron becomes both the actot and spectâtor simultaneously and

this acts as a preview of the exhibitionism and voyeurism about to be expelienced in the

Ítont stage ztea.

From the front desk, the patron can either go sftâight up â set of stairs into the

dance floor area or down a set of stairs to check their coats. tùØhen going down to the lower

levef patrons âre introduced to a glamorous well-lit lobby. The primary wall sparkles in a

multi-coloured mosaic which becomes the backdrop to the coat check arca. The coat check

is managed by a single staff member that escorts their coat to a back room not visible by tìre

patron. The lower level lobby is a space whete pâtrons can have a ddnk or meet ftiends

before going up to the dance floor. The lobby has various types of seating areas for

different levels of interacdon while also providing âccess to washrooms and the back stage

area. A messâge board located on the wall between the coat check and washrooms provides

a spâce where patrons can leave messages, phone numbers, or sketches for their friends.

The message board is a custom shaped electronic white board that can be uploaded onto the

nþhtclubs'website for future reference. This offers patrons the opportunity to leave their

personalized mark on the space. \]/hen the patron is teady to proceed upstairs they can

either use the front staircase in which they just descended or use the staircase back stage

which would allow patrons to by¡rass the remainder of the public front stage.
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\üØhen apptoached from the front entrance, the main level is a large open space

dedicated to dancing. The front dance floor space consists of a common dance floor, small

but raised platforms and an elevated stage, all providing various levels of public behaviour.

Patrons can get lost in the crowd in the corrìmon dance floor area and iook at those on the

platforms or choose to stand out on the individual platforms against the windows facing

John Street. The platfor:rns which have seats in the walls dividing each platform from the

other create private nooks where patrons can sit to talk before the nþht picks up. As the

evening progresses, each platform offers patrons the opportunity to exhibit different degrees

of performance. ,An alcove ât the front of the nþhtclub is intended for a small group: where

patrons can perform solely for themselves or their friends without the watchfrrl eye of

unwanted others. \lThile friends can sit along a banquette to watch their performing friend,

camerâs monitot the platforn and rrlay the images to the opposite wall. A similar effect

adjacent the platform alcove ate created by two individual platforms which are also

monitored by video camerâs. However these images are projected to â screen that sits just

outside the building. The video screens âre displayed on the John Street Elevation, which

patrons can see prior to entering the nightclub. As patrons step up to these particular

platforms they are aware that the reflected image is being projected to the outside in the

ultimate act of exhibitionism. There are also platforms which are visible to the dance floor

and ate not specifically monitored - one located where the music station is set up which

showcases the DJ as anothet type of performer that can be watched. Similarly, the dance

floor bar is raised and architecturally fiamed as if to put the bartenders on display as well.

The act of pl"yt"g music and preparing drinks therefore becomes a performative

demonstration.
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,A.lthough the open dance floor and individual platfotms provide various degrees of

exhibitionism and voyeurism, the ultimate experìence is on the stage. The stage is raised to

the same heþht as the platfotms but its post and beam constmction is visible through a

structural glass surface. Light fixtutes mounted to the underside of the beams sets the

constructed stage aglow and attracts attention to the metaphor of the constructed

performances and buüt up appearances of the performers on top of it. The back&op to the

stage, which is the wall that sepârâtes the front and back stage areas, appears iridescently

white and is brþhtly lit to better showcase the 'actors'. The angled foam wall covered in

white satjn becomes a blank carlvas void of any colour to allow the patrons to stand out and

ultimateþ emphasize the patron's participation in creating the spectacle or 'set'. The white

satin wall is padded with foam to creâte an acousdc baniet between the ftont and back areas

in order to absotb the music and dampen the noise to tle back zrez. Additìonally, the thick

monolithic wall becomes a fortress-like barrier ptotecting the back stage 
^rea 

from the front

stage aÍea. The back stage atea can be accessed from the stâge or through a corridor beside

the stage and both entraflces can be closed off to separate the nþhtclub into two distinct

spaces. In addition, both spaces are self sufficient and ate therefore flexible in regards to the

types of events that might occur in the establishment3.

Back Stase

In addition to accessing the back area fuom the stage and corridor adjacent the stage,

the back 
^Í.e 

cart also be accessed from Pead Street without having to experience the ftont

atea. The entrance off Peatl Street mirnics the adjacent theatre stage door, an erLtfy for the

3 This rvould be where the more speci-fi.c 'front staç id'and 'back stage id'club name would be usefrrl.
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actors to quietly enter and exit. This entrance offers pâftons universal accessibiJity and a less

dramatic and mote private entry point since patrons will not be on dispìay. Since the back

entrance is exploted as an equal function to tÌre front entry, a seperrate bouncer, door person

and coat check access is provided. The back entrance is a smaller-scaled entry with less-

lnxu¡ious finishes and is more intimately lit. Similar to a theatre's back stage door, the area

where patrons pay the cover charge resembles a security desk. The staff employee sits

behind a wire mesh screen, complete with monitors relaying the front stage dance floor

activity. This also serves to forervarn patrons of the front stage events, should they not

know what the front stage contains.

From the back door, patrons cân either enter tlle back stage lounge, proceed through to

the stage, ot go downstairs to check their coats. Patrons cafl use the staircase located inside

the lounge or the existing elevator to move between levels and access the coat check. The

existing elevator has been modified to open ftom both sides, essentially allowing people in

wheelchairs access to the enlire building. The elevator is progtammed to allow different

users diffetent access as shown in Fþure 724. The elevators are prograrrìmed according to

the nþhtclub hours of operation to ensure nþhtclub patrons can only access the main and

lower levels.

a Âs sucl¡ the back entrance can be made accessible to select other tenants that require the use of the
elevator to enter the building during the day. ,t tempora{y key and access card could be graûted to allow them
âccess to the elevator that services the uppet levels.
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Figute 12: Elevator Access

Nightclub Front Vestibule

Second Level

Main Level

Lower Level

If patrons use the elevator, they will end up ât the front coat check area, on the lower level

while patrons using the staircase in the lounge will end up ât the back coat check. The back

stage coat check resembles afl 
^teà 

where âctors go to retrieve their costumes. From this

y^ntzrge point, patrons can see the entire coat check area rather than the hidden coat check

expedenced from the front stâge. Adjacent the coat check are the washrooms which can be

accessed from the front lobby as well. lVhen entering the washrooms from the back stage

corridor, a vanity is provided for patrons to sit and prepare themselves. While washrooms

are often viewed as spâces for conceptual experimefltâtion, these washrooms âttempt to

offer absolute privacy. For example, each stali partition is floor to ceiling heþht allowing

pâtrons to feel completely private in a more public venue. In addition to the back coat

check area and washrooms, the genetal manager's office and staff washrooms - both back

stage operational spaces - arelocated across the conidor.

Accessed from King Street

Day and Nrght
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Upon teturning to the main level the back stage lounge concept mirnics the 'green

rooms' often found in theatres allowing actors the chance to relax before or after

performances (Âlberta Culture Facility Development, n.d.). Furnished with plenty of seating

areas, this space becomes â quietet, more intimate gathering space or resting space befween

dancing. The bar servicing the back stage are was inspired ftom a mafijnt glass with the

intention of specializitg io that alcoholic beverage. Both the bar profile and the honzontal

bar surface mimic the martjni glass and are sep^r^ted into individual 'glasses' that create

portholes into the bat structure. Each porthole looks into a basin filled with water that

house fish, allowing patrons waiting for drinks to watch something. Conceptually, fish are

tpi.^lly housed in transparent bowls and zre utilized here in an attempt to raise patrons

awareness and question theit own unconscious gaze. This is one of the most âpparent

examples of semiotics in the desþ. The fish bowl has gained a fìew meaning speci-fic to the

concepts explored in the venue - the signified has influenced the signifier. The backdrop to

the martini bar is the same white satjn on the other side of the stage assuring patrons tley

ate behind the fortress and ate safe ftom public display. As previously mentioned, the front

stage ârea can be accessed from either side of the bar, with one âccess leading onto the stage

and the other through a corridor adjacent the stage. This creates two different entrances

ftom the back stage allowing patrons to move between spaces in their preferred way (similar

to The Btasserie's catwalk and alternate stair).

The back stage are also ptovides a counter-point for the public dance floor. A.s

stated in the programme, the venue must accofiìmodate patrons who wish to attend the

nightclub but do not wish to watch or be watched by others. To accommodate this, a

ptivate dance floor is located in the lounge. Most of the private dance floor is contained

u¡ithin a shell but a floatìng ceiling plane and desþated floor space also allow dancing to
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occur outside the shell as well. The shell is essentially a glass cylinder with a reflective acryhc

sheet rvrapped around it which creates var-ious reflective and refracdve views. The glass

cylinder (similar to the fish bowi) represents the public display dance floors qpi.rlly cre te,

but the acryhc sheet protects the glass cylinder ftom public view while reflecting outside

views from it. This creates a ðznce floot space where pâtrons can feel protected from the

public watchful eye.

\üØhere the white satin foam wall delineates the ftont and back areas, another glossy

white wall runs almost parallel at the back of the lounge. This wall demarcates the lounge

ftom the food vendot indicative of another layer of privacy. Similar to patrons feeäng

apptehensive dancing in public, eating in social venues can also raise comparable feelings of

urìease. As a result, the eating atea is secluded at the back of the lounge and away from

othets to see. Howevet, the wall is punctuated by an entry that allows a glimpse at the

person preparing the sushi and portholes above the bar whete patrons cafl e t and look out.

Behind the white wùJ, adjacent the sushi vendor lies another entrance that accesses

operational spaces such as the service entry off Peatl Street, the garbage disposal a service

elevator and a walk-in cooler. These areas service the entite nþhtclub yet are hidden ftom

public view.

Furnitute, Materials and Colours

Since nightclubs are inherendy sensual spaces whete patrons have heþhtened senses

due to the level of interaction, activity and their typically þhter clothing, the frrnishings,

materials and colours selected reflect the hþh levels of stimul¿tion. In addition, since

nþhtclubs ate also fantasy spaces where pâtrons go to escape therr daily routines and

environments, the chatacter of the space is emphasized and slightly exaggerated. Although

74
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alcohol tends to dull patrons perceptions, the firrnishings, materials and colours ate desþed

to compensate and compliment patrons senses. For complete furniture and finish schedules

and samples, refer to,A,ppendix C.

The ñ¡rniture, materiâls and colours vary between the ftont and back stage ateâs to

correspond with their different experiences. The front stage areahas bdghter, more vibrant

and bold colours fhat ate used to excite patrons and inspire them to intetact or dance. Fot

example, the dance floot bar surface is constmcted of layers of diffetent coloured Acrylite

with exotic edges that ndtate a technicolout teflection rvhen lit from behind. The wall

behind the front coat check in the lower level lobby shimmers in a multi-colouled glass

mosaic tile. The lobby wall that faces John Street is a hot pink colour with brþht suede

seating. In comparison, the back stage colouts are more soft, neutral, monochromatic and

relaxing. For instance, the lounge has earthy tones with yellow and red accents. The

washroom colours are blue, aquz and yellow, resembling a spa Iike atmosphete. The back

stage materials are also predominantly more reflective than the ftont stage matedals in order

to stimulate awareness of one's actions and environment.

,A.s the colours vary between the different ftont and back stage ateas, the furniture

andmatenafs tlroughout the space ate ñ sensually tactile. For example, all of the banquette

seating, sofas and chairs are either upholstered in suede, leathet or textured fabric. ,{.nother

example is the demising foam wall between the ftont and back stage that feels like satin

when brushed up against. These examples demonstrate the importance of not only the

visual but the tacdle qualities that firnishings and materials possess. I believe these qualities

lrave the potential to affectthe interaction or behaviour within the establishment.
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Desþ in the 21" cenhuy must also consider and address environmental concerns

regarding furnishings and materials. While nþhtclubs 
^re difficult to desrgn in

environmentally friendly ways due to their increased turn-over rate, several ptoactive steps

have been taken with the future in sþht. The building shell and structure were maintained

and upgtaded to meet the relevant building codes, thus improving the quality of the building

if another business later occupies the space. The existing timber floor has been retained and

parts have been covered with catpeting or porcelain tle. The carpeting is in tiles in order to

better handle any noticeable weat and tear because only the worn tile needs to be replaced

instead of the entire flooring creating less waste. In addition, the lobby catpet is ftom

Interface Corporation, one of the largest carpet manufactutets in the wodd who is famous

for their sustainable manufacturing processes. Another compâny that uses environmentally

friendly manufacturing processes is '3-form', a company that manufactures resin based

materials which I have used for the suspended ceiling outside the pdvate dance floor and the

vantty couriter in the washroom. The product is made of EcoResinrM that incorporates 40o/o

post-consumer recycled content ard car- be tecycled after use (3-form, n.d.). Additionah,

the banquette seating and fumiture cân also be reused and reupholstered for future use.

W-hjle these are just a few exampies of addtessing sustainable desþ issues, it begins to

become âppârent that nþhtclub desþ - as a venue that typically has a fast tuffi-over tàte -

can have an impact on the building and environment's future.

Summary

The nightclub in downtown Toronto has been desþed to accommodate various

patroris with different performâflce needs ranglng from the hbhly exhibitionistic or

voyeutistic to the mote modest and private tendencies. The building has been desþated
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into front and back stage âreâs that allorv patrons different erpedences. Through various

performance features, pâtrons can experiment and determine which areas they âre most

comfortable u¡ith. The nightclub does not force pâtrons through the various elements but

instead provides them the choice to try different spaces or performânce q?es. The

frrniture, materials and colours reflect the diffetent experiences the front and back stage

crelte. They contribute to create a luxutious, excitìng and stimulating atmosphere where

patrons can escape rcahty, perform without limitations, interact on various levels and dance

without being exposed. Ultimately the nþhtclub becomes an entertâinment veflue where

mofe patrons feel comfortable.
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Conclusion

This practicum examines the importance of identity and self-expression in the 21"

century¡. Throughout an individual's lifetime, performance of identiry has become at times

required or desired and it has therefore become increasingly important in contemporary

culture to create and display identities. \X/hether one's identity is considered to be a ttue

reflection of the self or a constructed exterìor façade, both have arisen from cultutal

demands and freedoms that are equally justified. 'S7hile performance of identity is becoming

significant to desþ for in our culture, so to is the appreciation fot the varjous degrees of

performance. This study illustrates how the bar and nightclub have historically been

important spaces where one can go to escape and feel free to be oneseH. I believe the

nþhtclub continues to be culturally signific^flt'lrt the 2l" century as an urban space in which

patrons can perform their chosen identities without limitation.

Theorists such as Judith Butier and Enring Goffrnan have greaùy influenced this

project in both the theoretical and desþ investþations. Butler's notions of perfotrnativity

and creztfon of gender provided the support fot the need to petform one's chosen identities.

Essentially, Butler's theory was the foundation of my argumerit stating identity is performed

and therefore requires spaces for this performance. Similarly, Goffman's dramatutgy theory

raised interesting concepts of ftont and back regions in everyday human behavior¡r. The

theatrical reference was directly applied to the final nþhtciub desþ that accommodated

patrons' public front and private back regions.

After investrgutiog the development of the nþhtclub and the three case studies that

deatt with issues of performance, it is clear how much the built environment can reflect and

zffect cultural behaviour. Issues such as exhibitionism, voyeurism, gender identities, body
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image, fashion, privacy and surveillance were studied and became important vehicles that

influenced the final nþhtclub desþ. This practicum illustrates how interior desþ can

zff.ect and accommodate r¡arying degrees of performance in social venues namely the

nþhtclub. Through carefirl space planning, architectural elements and use of materials, the

nightclub desþed for downtown Toronto, Onta:io, accommodates patrons rvith a u¡ide

range of petfornance needs in a harrnonious marìrìer.

The desþ revolves around a front and back stage concept whete patrons can enjoy

both the social and intjmate aspects of public spâces. The nþhtclub offers a vaiety of

performance types ranging ftom exhibitionism and voyeurism to more solitary spaces of

self-reflection. The desþ recognizes that patrons attend the nþhtclub for mote reâsons

tåan to see and be seen. Fot instance, patrons that wish to dance or socialize in a more

private setting are allowed to remain anonymous and are not subiected to the creation of

another's spectacle. The intention was to âccommodate the largest range of patrons and

make them feel more comfortable in contemporary urban spaces.

The difficult search for literatute tegarding nþhtclub desþ is an indication that

there is not enough documented research on nþhtclubs and their impottânce. It is my

hopes that this initiates, inspires and encourages more theoretical research and inquiry into

the social behaviour and design of nightclubs. I believe these venues will continue to raise

important issues related to the current cultute, reflecting morals, values, norms and beliefs.

Additionally, the abundance of literature on privacy and its affect on interior spaces also

indicates that privacy is becoming an impofiant factot in desþ. ,\s a result, further

quantitative and qualitative investigation is needed to deternine to what degtee certain

architectutal elements zndrr;raterials affect levels of petfotnance andpÅvacy in social spaces.
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This project has aimed to conttibute to desþ research but to also establish a more

accommodrting - and thus comfortable - envir:onment for diverse pâtrons as alternatives

for those who currently feel uncomfortable with the desþ of existìng nþhtclubs. In

addition, this practicum hopes to aid in the success of future generations of nþhtclub

owners and design practitioners.
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Executive Summary

The nightclub venue and issues surrounding performance in contemporary culture

are ntegraL Parts of a latge urban context. Toronto represents an urban centre simil-ar to

other ìarge cities with a nch cultural li[e. Located in the central downtown core adjacent the

theatre, fashion and club distticts, the nþhtclub occupies a historic rvarehouse built at the

turn of the 20ú cenhry. \)Øith it, the site btiræ unique challenges q.pical of heritage

buildings whjle still providing an ideal opportunity to unite the various districts. Facing three

streets and having many existing entrances, the building allows both the front and back stage

concepts to be explored. The nightclub will occupy the main and lower levels of the existing

building with a 460 square foot addition in order to comply with current building codes.

The 14,906 squâre foot space cafl accomrnodate 450 people: 400 patrons between the ages

oÍ 19 and 35 and 50 staff employees.

The nþhtclub will be defined in terms of front ârea, stage and back area which

attempts to create three diffetent experiences that teflect various behavioural needs. The

nþhtclub will explore different levels of performance for patrons who v¡ish to see and be

seen, but also fot those who attend tlle venue fot the dancing or music and rvho do not wish

to see or be seen by others. The space will also allow patrons to experiment or transfer

between various degtees of perforrnance. This ptoject aims to introduce an urban space

where contemporary performance and exploration of the self is celebrated.

The Site

The site is located 
^t 

3224 King Street West, on the corner of John Street, in

dor.vntorvn Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Totonto was chosen as the most approprtate urban

centre for a nþhtclub due to its metropolitan and culturally diverse community where there

is an ovedap of youth and utban cultures @utman, 2001). Toronto's vibrant arts and
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cultural life is a main atttaction to the city. The city's artistic appreciation has created a

progressive dorvntown that has encouraged creative ideas and experimental exploration

(GHK Internationa\ 2000). In addition, â recent report placed Toronto's downtown third in

North,A.medca behind New York and Chicago for retail activity (GHK International, 2000).

The artistic nature of the city and its healthy retail activity help explain why Toronto

currently has such ahvely nþhtclub culture.

The site falts within the entertainment districtl, theatre district, I(ng/Spadina area'

and lies on the border of the club3 and fashiono districts (see Figures 1.3 and 14). This area is

an ideal site location thât amaþmates the entertainment, theatte, fashion and nþhtclub

regions of the city. Since the site is in such close proximity to the club district, it attracts the

regular club-goers whjle also being strategicaliy piaced adjacent the majot petfotmance

venues.

The building site is on the North-East comer of l(ing and John (see Figures 15 and

16). Across the street on the south side is Meto }{.al, a 27-storey sþsctapet that houses

administrative offices and is accessible by an underground ?ath' t-lrat connects the major

downtown areas. Across the street ftom Metro Hall, on the South-\X/est corfl.er of l(ing and

Joho, there is a three-storey building that houses a coffee shop and a fast-food restâurant on

the main level and businesses on the upper floors. The North-S7est corner of the

intersection sits a large parking iot accessible fromJohn Street.

1 Bordered by Dundas Street (on the north), Gardiner Expressway (on the soutlr), Yonge Street (on the east)

and Spadina Avenue (on the west) (tlliwish Productions, n.d.).
2 -Àlso known as "the Kings" pewinberg, 2000).
3 Bordered by Queen Street rù?est (on the north), Front Street (on the south), University -Avnue (on the east)

and Dufferin Street (on the west) @nright,2001).
* Âloog Queen Street'S7est.
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Toronto Districts: The site location is demarcated
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a black star.

Note: From Show Me Toronto, n.d.



Aeria-l Photograph of King Street \ü/est at John Street.
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The site location isFigure 15:

demarcated a black star.

Note: From City of Toronto,2004 (author has added building names).

Figure 16: Site Plan: Notto Scale
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The Neighbouthood

From the turn of the century untl the 1950s, the I{ing and Spadin^ 
^rea 

was a large

industrial distlict, considered to be one of the oldest and largest industrial bases in the city

@,nrþht, 2001; Lewinberg, 2000). In the eady 1980s the area took a drastic change when the

city allowed nþhtclubs, large bars and other entertainmerì.t \.enues to establish themselves in

this district. Zonng restrictions had previously prohibited their development because of the

noise generated (I-ewinbetg, 2000). The empty watehouses were also statting to be used

il"g"lly as residential lofts, due to the need for cheap housing (ibid). Consequently, it was

said that the area took on a chaotic, eclectic "New York idiom" (I-ewinberg, 2000, p. 130).

Despite this, the early-to-mid-1990s recession forced the city's planning staff to re-zone the

zrea. 
^s 

a "reinvestment area" (ibtd). The city implemented a rz,dtcal new policy that allowed

the individual building owners to decide the land use - save for toúc industries, which were

forbidden - u¡ith the only exception to maintain the current building heþht and facade. It

was the fust large-scaie neighbourhood in North Amedca to emerge from the crürent

market and proved to be very successfirl (ibid) Bars and nþhtclubs began to occupy the

ground floors while new businesses and loft residences occupied the upper levels. This area

in Toronto v/as appropriately referred to as "a neighbourhood fot nighttime þi.]

exploration" lE nrþht, 2001).

I{ing Street is currently well-known for both its business and entertainment districts.

The I(ng andBay Stteet atea is known as 'the financial heart of the city', with the Toronto

Stock Exchange and many large financtal towers huddled atound this intersection (City of

Toronto, 2004). West along l(ing Stteet âre severâl key theatres that showcase Broadway

productions and concetrs, bringtng tourists and visitors to Totonto year-round. For

example, the Royal Alexandra Theatte, located 
^t 

260 King Street West, and The Princess of
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Wales Theatte, located adjacent the site at 300 l(ing Street \West (refer to Figure 17), are

atguably the most ptominent theattes in Toronto. Roy Thompson Ha[ home to the

Totonto Symphony, is located at 60 Simcoe Street and directly across flom the Royal

.A.lexandta Theatte. To commerîoÍ^te the string of renowned theatres, there is a walk of

fame just outside the Princess of Wales Theatre adjzcent the site. In addition to the

ptominent frnancial sþscrapers and theatres, I(ing Street S7est offers a variety of local

restâurants and shops.

Figure 1,7: I{tng Street \West. The Princess of !Øales Theatre zdiacentthe buildi

Ê;
W, W{
ffi

w,
t." ,,

Ttanspottation Information and Ptovisions

The site is easily accessible by various means of transportation because of its central

downtown location. Due to Toronto's large population, there is a hþhly efficient

transportation netwotk of buses, street cârs and a subway route. The nearest subway station
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is only thtee biocks east of the site located at University ,kenue and is a 10 minute walk

from the main hub of Toronto's transportation system, Union Station (À{irr.ish Productions,

n.d.). From the subway station there is an underground path to Metro Hall or street cars

that run along King Sfteet that connect both destinations. Parking is available in an

rrndergtound parking gange situated below the Princess of Wales Theatre accessed from

John Street while also on the North-West comer of the King and John intetsection. In

addition, the central location of the site means it is urithin a short walking distance of most

of the downtown area.

Tra:ffic Pattem and Pedestrian Circulation

I(ng Stteet West is an active thoroughfare in downtown Toronto and is populated

by tourists, business people, theatre attendants and local Torontonians. There are m ny

pedestrians, cârs, streetcars and bike couriers that úavel along the street on a daily basis.

John Street is a quieter street and sen-es more as a link between the roads running parallel to

I(ing Street. Because there are no lines of public transportation along John Street, much of

the regular traffic is by car or pedestrians.

The Building

The OriEinal Building

The building wâs originally built in 1903/1,904 by Gregg and Gregg Architects, who

wete known at the tjme to be a competent brother te m for designing tum-of-the-cenhry

buildingss (A4cHugh, 1985). It was originally built for the Eclipse rW.hitewear Company,

which manufactured l¿dies and chjldren's underwearó. It has been assumed that the desþ

revolved around fenestration, as the building had larger windows than Toronto had

5 NfcHugh recourts ths þuilding was built in 1903, however Robert Hill, an architectural histodan and architect
at KPMB ,\rchitects, who currently wor-ks on the third floor of the building, states that it was one of the fust
buildings built after Toronto's great íue in Àpril 1904.
6 The Ecþse W'hitewear Company inscripúon is still visible on the building's front façades'entablarure.
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pteviously seen. Along with its fenestration, the building was also known for its two-foot-

thick brick bearing rvalls, latge interior timbet columns, and heavy mill-construction timber

flooring similar to that shorvn in Frgute 18 (I4cFIugh, 1985).

Fþre 18: Heavy Timber Post and Beam Structure

Note: From Architectural Graphic Standards (p.436), byJ.R. Hoke, Jr.,1994, Toronto, ON,
Canada:John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

IRON ANGLT
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The Renovated Buildins

Rising land values eventually pushed downtorvn warehouse manufacturers frrrther

out of the city, leaving their buildings empty. In 1970, the fir'e storey building was bought

by Diamond & Myets, Atchitects and Planners. After a $500,000 renovation in 1973, the

building was ready for its new tenants and use (see Frgure 19). The atchitects desþed an

Italian restauraflt named La Cantinetta for the main floor (see Figure 20) and reserved the

top floor for their offices. The city's most recent newspaper of the ume. The Toronto Sun,

moved into the second floor, while the furniture manufacturer Knoll Internaûonal occupied

the gtound floor pa Cantinetta Restaurant, 1974).
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Figure 19: The Front Elevation of the Buiiding around 7973-19741. Notice the Princess of

&|;'il,:.-*,

Note: From Saving Old Buildings (p. 6T,by S. Cantacuzino and S. Brandg 1980, London:
The Architectural Press.

7 I assrrme this photograph was taken around the completion of the renovation it 1973-74, but it could have
been taken up until the source was published in 1980.
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Figure 20: Floor Plan of the Nlain Level Resraurant ín 1973.

2. Plan of ground Íloor restaurant
I'l'iInl\
o 5 loM \,1/

Note: Ftom Saving Old Buildrngs (p. 66), by S. Cantacuzino and S. Brandt, 1980, London:
The Atchitecturâl Press.

Diamond & Myers attempted to capture the building's interior essence and preserve

its structure and finishes. The interiot brick walls were sandblasted to their originai soft-

yellow colout, the single pane glass windows wete replaced with fixed plate glass and the old

steam pipes were replaced with hot-water cofl.vectors. The buildrng was re-wired and a new'

air conditioning system was also installed. The architects chose to reveal the ribbed B.C. Fir

ceilings, Canadian Pine columns, beams and maple floor, leaving an exposed metal conduit

running along the ceiling to serve the lþht fixtures (Canacuzino & Brandt, 1980). This also

helped to maintain rhe 73'-6" high ceiling heights.

The building is elevated half a storey hþher than street ievel with two main

entrances: the central doots marked 322A wbtch only access the main floor and the side

doots marked 322 whicln iead to both the lower and upper levels. The doors to the rþht

side of the building cteate a clear and distinct efltrance for the other tenants. \X/hjte both

efltrances rely on stairs to coffiect the exterior with the intedor, the side entrance has a

mffi
L!] J
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passenger elevator located ât the top of the staircase. Thete is also a fteight elevator located

at the back of the building that senrices the lower and upper floors.

The Current Buildins

-

The current white-washed building is orvned by Ed Mirvish and is occupied by

numerous tenânts on each levels (see Figures 21 through 28). The lower level houses a

theatre memorabilia store, a candy shop and a ttavel store. The front portion of the main

level is currently occupied by l-qends of the Cane, Canada's largest sports collecdbles store,

but is said to be downsÞing to one-thitd the floor plate and having a Tim Hoúon's coffee

shop move in to the remaining nvo-thirdse (C. McCormack, personal communicadon,

February 4, 2004). The remaining pottion of the main level is curently used as storage

space fot the Princess of Wales Theatre. The second and fourth floors are home to

numerous small businesses specizlizíng in computer softrvare, reaL estate, architecture,

gtaphic desþ and other like companies. The third floor is occupied by l(uwabara Payne

Mcl(enna Blumberg Architects, a ptominent Toronto architectural fum who also has

storage on the second ffoor.

8 Ed Nlirwish is a Toronto entrepreneur who owns -any local buildings, restauraûts, stores and the prominent
theatres aiong King Street.
e Âs I-egends of the Game downsizes, the large canopy presently on the front façade is going to be removed
(C.Nf cCormack, personal communication, February 4, 200 4).

106



Fþre 21: Existing Building Shell and Structure: Not to Scale
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Figure 22: Existing Building Section: Not to Scale. Section cut shown in Figure 20.

Figure 23: The Build
t/

"/t/
ing from the Comer of King and John in 2003.
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re 25: PeaÅ Street Elevatlon
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Figure 26:Yiew down Pearl Street
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Figure 27: Pearl Street Entrance: The alley bet\¡/een The Princess of Wales Theatre and the
site.



Figure 28: The Building and Theatre Back Entrance: Please note the yellow sþ to the left
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"The Princess of ïØa-les Theatre

The building systems have not changed since the 7973 renovation. "The heating

system is a gas-fired, hot-watet boiler which feeds convection radi¿tors around the perimeter

of each floor" ß. Hill, personal communicatjon, December 4, 2003). A.ccessed

underground from l(ing Street, watet is brought into a service room in the basement where

it is distributed through a pipe chase located near the passenger elevator (R. Flill, personal

communication, March 22,2004). "The ventilad.on system operâtes ftom package units on

the roof. Each floor has its package unit providing cool 
^it 

(i" the summer) ot teheated ait

(in the u'inter)" ß.Hdl personal communication, December 4,2003). Air is mechanically

pumped ftom the units dorvn vertical shafts mor:nted on the exterior of the building on the

east side as seen in Figures 28 and 29 ß. FIi[ personal communication, March 22,2004).

The shafts enter in through the building and connect to à centre duct that runs down the

centre of each exposed ceiling as shown in Frgure 30 and 31. The separate ventilation units

and mechanical shafts per floor are usefr.rl for the different usets and occupâncy types of the

various tenânts on each level.
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Figure 29: Mechattical Shafts on the East side of the Building
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30: Existins Central ITVAC Duct on Main I-evel



Appendix A

Heritase Significance

The building is listed with the Crty of Toronto Heritage Departrnent as a property

with heritage significance. rüØhle the main facade on King Stteet can only be altered with the

approval of the Toronto Heritage Board, the secondary façade on John Street is more

lenient. The ftont entrance cânopy, columns and stairs are original to the building whjle the

doors 
^ppear 

to have been replaced in the 1940-50s and new locks were installed in the 1970

renovation. Since the staircase is important to the preservation of the original building,

¿niversal âccess is limited to the othet sides of the building. (R. Hill and P. Monissey,

pemonal communication, 2004).

Venue Profile

Caoacíttæ

A.ccording to the National Building Code of Canada, the nþhtclub falls under Group

A, Division 2 as a licensed beverage establishment, dance hall and non-tesidential club

tl4
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Q.Jational Research Council of Canada [NRC], 1995). This informs pertìnent building and

safety requirements as well as the occupant load for the intended space. The occupant load

is dependant on the building square footage as shown in Table 1, and the r-arious types of

spaces as shorvn in Tabte 2. ,As a result, the space cafi accommodate 459 people, which I am

limiting to 450 people, assuming 400 patrons and 50 staff employees.

Table 1: Construction .Area:

Construction Tvoe Square Footage
Existins Main Level 8.208 squate feet

New Construction on the Main Level 370 squate feet

Existins Lowet Level 6,238 squate feet

New Construction on the Lower Level 90 square feet

TOTAI PRO]ECT AREA 14,906 square feet

Table 2: Occtt Load Caiculauo

Hours of Ooeration and Duration

The nþhtclub environment is, by definition, a club for nþht life. Its hours of

operation are typically after dark until the early morning. Locai liquot laws usually govern

the hows of operation around the hours of seruing alcohol. In Toronto, the sale, service

and consumption of alcohol in licensed establishrnents is permitted Monday to Sunday from

11:00am to 2:00am (Smart Serve Ontario). Though most nightclubs in the area are open

a n

Type ofSpace Square
Footage

Squate
Meters

Co-efEcient Occupancy

Dance Floot ) 177 271 1.20 1,76

Lounse-not fixed seadng 3,385 31,5 1.85 770

Dinins-fixed seatjnq 22

Office SÞace 248 23 9.30 J

Kitchen 270 25 9.30 .)

Bar 1083 101 1.20 84

Storage 415 39 46.0 1

')]OTAL OCCI.IPANT LOAD 459

10 Based off Table 3.7.16.L in the National Burtding Code of Ca¡ada S''IRC, 1995).
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fiom 9:30pm to 3:00am, the most popular hours of occupancy aÍe between 11:00pm and

2:00am..

Since the nþhtclub does not occupy the entire building the other tenants' business

hours must also be considered. Inadvertently, most of the upper level businesses operate on

a Monday to Friday, nine-to-five schedulelt. This coordinates well with the operation of a

typical nþhtclub which is usually busier on weekends rather than weekdays. Long line-ups

and wait times to get into a venue are proof that Fridays and Satutdays are the most popular

nþhts to attend nþhtclubs. However, some clubs become active as early as Thursday nþhts,

while others have introduced specialty events during the week to entice patrons to frequent

the venue on less populat weekday eveningsl2.

Seasonal Information

,A.lthough no crürent information regarding the popular months to attend a nþhtclub

was found, Natalie Allon and Diane Fishel (1979) have noted seasonal infotmation regarding

singles bars in 1979, which I have found to represent attendance at contempotary nþhtclubs.

They indicate that spring and fall are the most populâr seasons to attend bars, most likely

because of the nice weather. \X/inter is the next favourite seâsorì, Ieaving the summet as the

least popr.lar season due to people being away orr surrüner vacations (Allon and Fishef

1979). It seems then that the u¡inter and summer months are the seasons which

establishments should offer other attractions. For example, the Ptada Flagship store has the

capabltty to 
^túact 

people with its performance platform and Remote Lounge has the ability

to act as a gallery to showcase art, which can also 
^ttràct 

business duling less busy times.

11 rÑlth exception of overtime hours, which caffìot be accounted for.
12 From personal observation, specialty nþhts may include themes, cheap drinks, or no cover charçs. Venues

might also change their function during the week or day time hours in order to ensute a rÐore coûstant
revenue, to be explored further in the fleúbility section.
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Flexibiliw

The nightclub seeks to hghltght trendy aesthedcs and technologres that subsequently

tend to dominate the function of their interior envitonments. A.s a result, establishments

usually have hþh turnover rates and must constantly upgrade their interiors and image in

otder to remain cuffent (Ryder, 2002). To the avera;ge ou/ner, the thought of having to

maintain and periodically redesþ to meet a cefiain level of aest-hetic cafl seem daunting. As

a result, bat owners usually seek to "maximize tleir profits and improve the longevity of

their businesses by ensuring that theit venue has broad appeal and has avaríety of functions"

(Ryder, 2002, p.15). Clearly, flexibility of desþ seems to be a key factor for the long-term

success of the investment. Establishments are thus becoming more versatile in their uses,

often by changing functions depending on the time of day or day of the week.

Public Imase

The nþhtclub, Iike any competitive business in contemporary culture, is

dependant on its image in order to brand itself and set it apatt ftom its competitors; the

image of a space is thetefore exceptionally important to the success of the establishment. It

influences the patrons' overall impression of the space and also the probability of having

them return for future visits. The image is also important in "conveying information: about

the products, prices, type of operad.on, [and] creating a theme: assocj¿ted with the type of

product style of operation, [and] patticular attributes" (Lawson, 1.994, p. 96). Both the

exterior and interior of a space have different purposes. The building's exterior must

advettise the type of expedence one could be expected of having inside and lure patrons in.

In conttast, the interior pottion of the space is meant to keep patrons in, exciting the senses

ar.d cteatsng a space of entertainmeflt.
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User Ptofile

Emolovees and their Tob Functions

Nlost of the nightclub staff consists of bartenders and servers. The bartenders

usually stay within the confines of a bar. Their duty is to take drink orders and make drinks

as quickly as possible in an effortless, efficient manner. Serwers attend the floor, taking

otdets and bringing drinks to patrons throughout the space. Other employees such as

bouncers, which ate essendally security guards, are needed to ensìüe that patrons behave

appropriately. Bouncers are usually positioned near eritrâfìce or exit doors and along the

perimeter, whetevet provides for the most complete view of the area andpatrons. A general

manzrger is typically always on site as welt should any issues arise. The general managet rrray

roam the venue but may tetreat to an office fot business mâtters. A disc jockey (D) is also

an active player in the nightclub envitonment. They typi.^lly remain stadoned behind a set

of turntables or structure intended for music coordination. Custo.lial staff, although never

Present during hours of operation, should also be accounted for. They provide necessary

cleaning, upkeep and mainterlarìce when the venue is closed to the public and ate greatly

relied upon.

Patron Demosraohics

Âlthough I mention the importance bars and nþhtclubs have played for people in

homosexual telationships in Chapter One, my predominant focus has revolved around

heterosexual behaviour and venues. I believe the theoretical framework could potentially

apply to homosexual venues, as I argue that all public spaces should accommodate va\nng

degtees of performance. Howevet, I assume homosexual establishments would raise

nulnetous othet issues not specifically studied. ,A.s a result, the nþhtclub desþ is based on

a predominantly heterosexual demographic.
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,\lthough, no specific research has been for¡nd on nightclub demogaphics, Allon

and Fishel (1979) cite gender ratios in singles bats which are interesting to flote. They found

that the majority of patrons were male (65 percent) while only 35 percent were female.

Some of the bars examined had systems in place to encourage a hþher proportion of female

attendants. For example, some offer to waive entrance fees fot women or even allow them

to bypass the line-up to get in (Alion and Fishel, 1979). Since the heterosexual male patrons

are interested in women at the bar, this has the dual effect of increasing the overall

attendance of a nightclub. This leads me to believe the ever-present influence of the male

gaze and from personal experience, these practices are present in many contemporâry

nþhtclubs. Despite differences in attendance, the male to female ratio found in single bars

has been consideted but is assumed to be an equal distribution for the building code analysis.

In terms of the târget age rznge that nþhtclubs cater to, there is once again no

research that accurately represents the current demographics. -Allon and Fishel (1,979)

discovered that the 
^veràge 

age of women in single bars was 22 to 30, while the àverage age

of men was 25 to 40, with the mean ages of 25 fot women and 28 for men. Furthermore,

The Couerwmenl, a nightclub in downtown Toronto, indicate pâtrons are between the ages of

18 to 30 (R.afelman, 1999). For the pu{pose of this study, àtmgeta;ge range of be¡u¡een 19

and 35 years of age is assumed. This is to ensure thât pâtrons are of legal ddnking age and is

based on personal observation in Toronto's present club districtl3.

Behavioural Needs and Activities

The nþhtclub should ptovide a space that allows different levels of performance to

take place, catering to various scopophfic and scopophobic tendencies. The space provides

patrons both publicrty and privacy along a condnuum in otder to ensure patrons' comfort, a

13 The legal age for buying and consuming alcohol in Ontario is nineteen years old.



necessity when planning any type of establishment.

degrees of performance along a continuum I have

behaviour that should be accommodated (see Table 3).

In order to

illustrated
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âccount for the vaq'ing

four different types of

Table 3: Perforrnance T

To summarize, a Type 1 pâtron represents someone who likes to remain completely private

and does not wish to see others or be seen by them. These pâtrons attend a nþhtclub

primarily to dance and enjoy the music. Ân example of an environment where this type of

behaviour is accounted for is any small, intimate arczthat does not focus on a given person.

A Type 2 paton is slþhtly voyewistic and prefers environments where they can see othets

but remain hidden. This tlpe of environment is present at The Btasserie, whete customers

can sit behind the bar and watch the rest of the space without being watched. Type 3

patrons are slþhtly exhibitionist in the sense that they cannot see others but are themselves

watched. This is also evident in the desþ of The Brasserie, a space whete the customet is

unawâre of the video camera capturing their entrâfice and relaying it to monitors across the

bar. A Tlpe 4 patron is the complete opposite from a Type 1 individual and has the least

amount of concem fot pnvacy. This type of person consciously watches the other pâtrons

of the establishment whjle also wandng to be displayed to the remaining viewets. Remote

Lonnge is the perfect example whete Type 4 behaviour is present; customers can not only

see and be seen by others, but their actions atebroadcasted and exaggerated.

ef
Paüon Tvoe Voveuristic Tendencres Exhibitionistic Tendencies

Can See Cannot See Is Seen Is Not Seen

1. Cornplenþ

Priaate X X

2. Slzghtþ

Voyeuristic x K

3. Slightþ
Exhibitionistic X X

4. Compknþ
Pablic x X
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It is importânt to note that pâtrons might wander between types throughout the

evening. For instance, a patron mþht gravitate towards the Type 1 spaces upon fust arriving

at the nþhtclub, but may become a Type 4 patton by the end of the evening. Moreover,

patrons mtght attend the nightclub without knowing what type of patron they are, or what

spaces they feel comfortable in. Therefore, the venue should equally allow pattons to go

directly to their preferred types of spaces and also experiment with different types of

perfonørance to find theit individual comfott levels. It should allow patrons to erylore

which type of petformance they prefer or enjoy, which inadvettently allows them to explote

and express their individual identities. The nþhtclub then becomes â spâce which

accommodates different types of performance and experimentation.

Table 3 takes into account accommodating various levels of performance which also

influences the sociabiJity that takes place in a nþhtclub. The more private spâces there are in

a given establishment, the more segregated and anti*social the space mtght feel. Conversely,

tlre more public a space is, tåe more it mþht seem overu/helming or intimidating. Therefote

a variaion of public and private spaces is necessary to ensure a vetsatile envitonment that

presents different levels of sociabiJity. Performance and sociability need to occur equally for

large gtoups as rvell as small groups. As mentioned previously, spaces should accotnmodate

the interactions of a couple as well âs â gtoup of, say, twelve. With this in mind, socioiogists

Jnliur B. Roebuck and WoHgang Ftese have cteated a list of qualities that define the levels of

play and sociability present in many bars:

7. freedon, both in initìating and terninatìng intetaction and in
terns of the latitudes of behaviour permissible

2. equalirl, in that all actors are supposed to act as tf all ate
equal in status and thus open for encounters

3. noueþt, the anticþation that something unusual or out of
the otdinary will ptobably occur

4. stepping out of the rval world into a play world where
behaviour is autonomous and consequential only for the
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here and now
tpaæ and time rircurusniptions, i.e., behaviour is limited in
both location and duration
order,which though more problematic here than in more
conventional settings, is generated by actots in their
behavioural routines

l)erlilaneflry4 which refers to fhe sometime anticipation of
actors that thefu play group rvill endure over time
secrery,i.e., an air of secrecy may obtain among members
rvithin such a setting demarcating their setting and their
membership.

(R-oebuck and Ftese, 7976, pp. 48-49 in Allon and Fishel,
1979, pp. 140-141)

The above list accounts for various levels of sociability and I believe can act as the guidelines

necessary for inforrning the nþhtclub design process. However, I question their descrþtion

of equality which states that everyone must be open fot encounters. I argue that patrons

should àccept that everyone has different yet equal reasons for attending the venue; these

social envitonments should also accommodate paftons who do not wish to remain 'open'. I

believe this is what is missing ftom contemporaly nþhtclubs, since patrons do not attend all

social venues for completely open behaviour, as described in Sommer's (19ó9) expianation

of the isolated dnnker.

Functional Requirements

Hierarchv of Àccess lSecuritv and Restrictions)

The nþhtclub tequites a certain level of security on all entrances in order to regulate

the number of pattons admitted into the establishment. There a-te typically at least two ways

into a nþhtclub; a front door whete most of the patrons enter and a back door where staff

and 'V.I.P." members can go to bypass the fiont line. There must also be an entrance that

allows disttibutots to deliver and unload supplies and ptoducts. Essentially this can occut

thtough any entry but should be able to accommodate the equipment tequired and increased

weat and tear. This entry is usually also whete staff can enter without disrupting the patrons.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Most importantly, at least one of the entrances must incolporate a. ramp or lift in order to

accommodate patrons in wheelchairs.

Health and Safetv Issues

The fust and foremost consideradon to any built environment is to comply with

health and life safety standards. Usually building code dependant, issues such as access and

egress are the most significant guidiflg desþ principles. It must frst be noted that the

scope of this ptoject entails upgading the two levels intended for renovation and not to

upgtade the entire buildingta. Within the desþated space, there are currently four means of

access or egress provided to gradels. Although there is sufficient number of exits, their

separation is not currently to code. ,{.ccotding to the National Building Code of Cznada, the

distance between two exits must be at the most half the total length of the spâce. The two

entrances on the east side of the building must be moved closer to the l(ing Street entrârrce

fot safe egress in case of a fue. Additionally, exit doors must be equipped with the necessary

latching mechanisms to keep doors in a closed position aftet each use Q.{RC, 1995, section

3.1.8.1,2).

In addition to âccess and egress, other impottant safety features must be considered

such as building construction and matedals, fue separatìon and sprinkler systems. The

existing buitding is composed of combustible materials and therefore has an operational

sprìnkler system in place. The new addition must be constructed in accordance with the

most current building code. Since the nþhtclub falls under Group A, Division 2 and the

adjacent occupancies are cl¿ssified as Group D under offices, there is a l-hour fue rating

requited between the nightclub and other tenants of the building (l.,lRC, 7995, TabLe

ia The space should conform to the Ontario Building Code, Part 11: Renovation.
15 The main entrance on King Street, the back entrance on Pearl Street and two ertrances on the east side of
the building near the Princess of Wales Theatre.
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3.1.3.1.). Therefore the main level ceiling must be l-hour fire rated, and the elevator shaft

must also account for this fue separation. The fire alarm and detection system must also be

updated due to the increase in occupant load. In addition, the stairs, corridors, doots,

handtails, guardrails and sþage are to be code compliant in all aspects.

The þhting in nightclubs varies and is tfpi.^[y different from other types of

establishments. Nþhtclubs are usually darker than most spaces but it is important to

provide appropriate levels of illumination to ensure safety. For ease of movement in case of

a frre, emergency khti"g must be located at exits, principat access to exits and floor areas

where public may congregate. A.long -ith safety, proper illumination levels are necessary to

frlfill certain visual tasks. Table 4 i-llustrates light intensities for these tasks and should be

used as a guideline.

Note: From Restaurants, Clubs and Bats: Planning, Desþ and Investrnent for Food Sen ice
Facilities (1r. 113), by F. Lawson,7994, Oxford England: Butterworth-Heinemann Ltd.

Universal Desisn

Crurently the space is not universally accessible. In order to âccess any floor from

the exterior, people must use stairs to reach the elevator. This does not allow people in a

wheelchair to access any of the tenants in the building. The nþhtclub must be accessible to

people u¡ith all capabilities and must therefote have universally accessible ramps, coridors,

washrooms, counters, slgrìage and the like according to the National Building Code. A ramp

must subsequently be constructed connecting the street level to the main level of the

Table 4: ntensities for Visual Tasks

Area Lux Lmlsq. ft. Details
Entrances 200 20

Stairs 200 20 At tread level
Lounqes 100 10 Bats, counters - 400 lux
Restautants 50-100 5-10 Tables - 200lux
Kitchen 300 30 Assembly, decotation - 500lux
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building in order for paúons to âccess the passenger elevator. This u¡ill require re-working

the current passenger elevator to open from both sides.

,{coustic Control

'4. 
large 

^ttra.ct7on 
to the nþhtclub has to do with the music selection and production.

Nightclubs are typically loud venues, witå bacþround levels as high as 40 NR ot NC in

comparison to cocktail bars with a NR ot NC of 35t6 (Lawson, 1994). In addition to the

noise generated u¡ithin the space, there are several othet acoustic considerations which are

divided into three groups: extemal (outside trafftc), adjacent (food/beverage ptoduction and

dishwashing) and equipment (air-conditioning and ventilation) (Lawson, 1994).

Fr.uthernore, it is important to keep the external noise out and the inside noise within the

space without distutbing the othet tenants. Due to the building2s two-foot-thick load

bea-ting walls, the building shell is apptopriately constructed to control exterior noise

transmission, while the main level ceiling requires special soundproofing to shield the uppet

tenants from any extraneous noise. There should also be acoustic considetation fot the

more private lounge âreas to dampen the loud music ftom the dance floor in order to create

a more intimate environment. Control through sound abso¡ptive measures as shown in

Table 5 should be explored.

ló NR stands for noise rating whìle NC stands for noise cdtedon pawsor¡ 1994)



Table 5: Sound Âbsomtrve Materlals
Method Charactedstics
Soft, tesilient materials
(curtains, drapes, uphoistery, calpets)

Mainly in the hþher ftequencies 1,000-8,000 Hz.
Improved by soft backing (underlay, hiræ).
Absorption coeffi.cients 50-70 percent

Porous acoustic tiles Selective absolption, usually over â wide frequency
band 48-68 þercent

Panelling with absorbent linings
(air resonance)

Specific to low ftequencies 125-500 Hz,5-30
Þercent

Building materials
lol¿ster. slâss. lâminates)

Low absorption- 2-5 perceflt, increasing to 10-15
Dercent fot roush textured suffaces
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Note: From Restaurants, Clubs and Bars: Planning, Desþ and Investment for Food Service
Facilities (p. 1,32), by F. Lawson,1994, Oxfotd England: Butterworth-Heinemann Ltd.

Buildins Svstems and Technolosies

Human comfort is attained not only through desþ elements but also through the

air temperature, relative humidity and au movement regulated by the building s HVAC

systemsrT. Since the building'?s windows are fixed gl¿ss preventìng any n^tr)ral air flow,

heating, cooling and ventilation ate mechanically relied upon. The diverse programmatic

spaces - from the dance floor to the food station - tequire different heating and cooling

cootdination and separate ventilation systems.

Mechanical systems t}roughout North America ate desþed according to the

activities performed and the amoufit of clothing wotn in the space (Aronoff & I(aplan,

1995). Restaurants, bars and nþhtclubs are usually in the tange of 18-20"C (65-68'F) for

heating and 23-25"C (73-77"Ð for cooling urith a relative humidity between 40-600/0

(Lawson, 7994,p. i33). Since nþhtclubs âre spaces of hrgh physical activity, pâtrons tend to

dress accordirgly in cooler, summer-like weâr, regardless of the season18. Comfort is also

accompanied by the rate of the air flow in a spâce. Typically the more qir movement one

feels the cooler they are, as demonstrated in Table 6; measured in both meters per second

1i FIVÂC is the acronym for Heating Ventilation and,tir Conditioning.
18 This is in addition to advertising one's body usually achieved by more promiscuous dressing than in pubìic.
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(m/s) and feet per minute (Þ-), the dance floor which will generate the most amount of

heat (as demonstrated in Table 9) and consequently require the most amoufl.t of atr

mo\¡ement. Subsequently, the outdoor air exchange rate sho\¡m in Table 7, measured in

litres per second Gtt./Ð and cubic feet per minute (cfm), as well as the mechanical air

changes per hour shown in Table B, also demonstrate that the strenuous physical activity

requires more ven':ladon. Table 8 also points out the special attention kitchens require

including increased ventilation.

Note: From Restaurants, Clubs and Bats: Planning, Desþ and Investment fot Food Ser¡rice
Facilities (p. '133, Table 5.01), by F. Lawson, 1994, Oxford England: Butterworth-
Heinemann Ltd.

Note: From Restaurants, Clubs and Bars: Planning, Desþ and Investment for Food Service
Facilities (p 134, Table 5.03), by F. Lawson, 7994, Oxford Englandr Butterworth-
Heinemann Ltd.
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abie 6: Air Movement - Usual Maximum V
Area Heatins Coolins

m/s fom m/s fum
Hish-class restaurant 0.2 40 0.1 20

Cafetena- bar counter 0.3s 70 0.2 40

Dance hall, sewery 0.45 90 0.3 60

Table 7: Fresh Âlr Suoolv R¿tes - Outdoot Ait
Room Per person,

tecommended
Pet petson,
minimum

Per m',
minimum

Per ft',
minimum

litre/s cfu litre/s cfrn litre/s cftn
Cocktail bars 18 30 72 25 1.25

Dance halls 72 I
Offices 1,2 15 8 10 0.25
Comidors n/a n/a n/a n/a 1.3 0.25

Toilets n/a n/a n/a n/a 10.0 2.00

I(itchens n/a n/a n/a n/a 20.0 4.00
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Table 8: Environmental Rates of ,{it Chan Mechanical Ventilation(J CII

Area Air changes/hour
Dance Halls r0-1,2

Offices +6
Toilets, \üCs B-10

Kitchens- o.vera)1. atea
- over cooking zone

20
40-60

Note: From Restaurants, Clubs and Bats: Planning, Desþ and Investment fot Food Sen¡ice
Facilities (p. 734, Table 5.04), by F. Lawson, 1994, Oxford England: Butterworth-
Heinemann Ltd.

able 9: Coo ments
People Tvoical heat oroduced oer Derson

w Bt]u./h
Seated at table, resting 120 41.0

Social congregadon at bar 160 545

Servinq at counter/table 220 750
Dinner dances, entertainment 260 BB5

Discos. strenuous activities 440 1500

Note: Ftom Restautants, Clubs and Bats: Planning, Desþ and Investment for Food Serrrice
Facilities (p. 737, TabLe 5.10), by F. Lawson, 1994, Oxford England: Butterworth-
Heinemann Ltd.

Curently the building has five package-units on the roof, one for each floor, that

allow vari¿ble conditions for the different tenants. The main and lower level units for the

nþhtclub should combine the heating, cooling and ventiladon system through the existing

ducts that run along the ceiling, eliminating the need for the perimeter radiators.

Aside from the mechanical systems needed in the space, nþhtclubs tend to be hrghly

technological and desewe special consideration in this regard. Technologies are needed for

safety meâsures as well as artistic exploration. As described previously tn Chapter 2,

surveill¿nce techniques often rely on technologies to provide a safe environment.

Communication betu¡een bouncers thtoughout the space is necessary and whether it be

achieved through the use of wireless or battery operated headsets, they need to be able to

communicate at the diffetent entrances, spaces or floor levels. Security surveillance which

câptures the main areas in the nþhtclub should be consideted in case questionable eveflts
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need to be confumedle. Suweìllance through technologies should a-lso be used for

theoretical exploration, investþting issues regarding exhibitionism, voyeurism and self-

reflecd.on.

Envi¡onmental Concems

Due to the intrinsically high turn-over rates of nþhtclubs, it is difficult to promore

envfuonmental awareness, a factor that usually shows only a long term benefit. However, I

believe desþers must always be concerned with how their built environment affects the

rrat:urz-I environment. Therefore products, firrishes and fr.rrnishings have been considered

with regard to warranties, maintenance, life span, long-tern availability and reusabiJity. Used

or recycled products are also considered.

Spatial Requirements

Nightclubs ate a dtfferent tl1)e of venue to progrâm because unlike schools, offices

or hospitals, the planning is not pdmarily based on aÍea. calctrlations; they do not require

^ccutate 
measurements for square footage needed for classrooms, offi.ces or hospitai rooms.

The spatial square footage allocation varies on each building plan and the concepts specific

to the individual venue. The following is a more detailed descrþtion of the types of spaces

and their purposes.

The Enlrancer Since nþhtclubs can become busy in a short amount of time, the

exterior and immediate interiot of the building must accoffrmodate line-ups of people

waiting to get in. This atea is usualiy accompanied by bouncers controlling the entry and

checking identification before patrons can enter the venue. Upon entry there is a door

person, who collects cover chatges befote allowing patrons to proceed into the nþhtclub.

lX/hile tfpi."lly the front entrance provides the initial impression of the overall establishment,

1r Nightclubs are becoming more apparent in the news recounting shocking events with litde means for
confrrrning what actually happened. I believe surveillance will become necessary in nightclubs in the future.
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the back entrance is used for staff and V.I.P., where thete is no door person that collects

cover charges but bouncers oversee this area simil¿r to the front entrance. This typical back

entry rvill not be inciuded in this venue because, as Glenn Pushelbetg, partner of intedor

design firm Yabu Pushelberg believes. Toronto does not have a need for V.I.P. spaces

(Lude,2000).

Coar Check: This is a secure spâce t)?ically guarded by a nþhtclub employee for

patrons to store their jackets and any accessories that they do not want to carry around u/ith

them. Though the physical layout determines the room arrangement, in theatre desþ it has

been noted thata 60 square foot space is sufficient for every 100 patrons (Alberta Culture

Facility Development, n.d.). A more accurate accourit is 2-1f2" lineat footage per person

(I. Ro shko, p ersonal communications, Febru ary 1, 2, 200 4) .

The Bar. The consumption of alcohol and the dance floor ate the two most

distinguishable elements in a nightclub. The bar is the principle means of purchasing

beverages and on busy nþhts can be â hlgh traffrc area, wheÍe tlre ratio of bartenders to

pâtrons is extremely low. A.s a result, the bar desþ must have an efficient layout where

bartenders cãt move around fteeþ and access nurnerous patrons. The bar must incorpotate

necessary equipment for drink prepatation including vettical freezers and bar-ftidges that can

fit under counters. Plenty of counter space is also important for drink-mixing equipment

such as blenders, mixers and ice machines, as well as glass-washing conveyors belts. Because

the bar is such a predominant feature in a nþhtclub and on busy nþhts patrons mtght spend

time waiting for their drink order to be placed, its aesthetics are equally importânt to their

iayout "Desþ features include back-bar displays of drinks, with bdght lrghtitg, mirrots and

glasswork to create sparkle and vitality, decorative fascias and side ornaments, [and]

ornamental canopies to give heþht bafance" pawson, 7994, pp. 105-107). In addition to
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frrlfilling the orders of patrons standing directly at the bar, the bartender must also fill the

drink orders from the servers circulating throughout the nightclub.

Food Station: According to the Ontario liquor laws, as long as alcoholic beverages are

being sewed, food must also be available. With this in mind, the building will incorpoÍ te 
^

self-enclosed vendor, perhaps an existing franchise who would rent spâce ftom the nightclub

and profit ftom being the sole food ptovider. The stadon must be located near 
^rt 

exterior

door where deliveries can be made and employees can enter or exit rvithout being noticed.

Its location should also be in close proximity to the place where gatbage is collected and held

until pick-up for the building, which is at the back of the main level. \X/hle thete is no set

amourit of square feet required fot the food vendor, there should be sufficient room fot two

employees, one who rvorks the cash register and the other to prepare the food. The interiot

space shouid account for a large preparation area, sen'ing counter, dry stotage, a latge

refÅgerator, double basin sink and small washroom. While the food vendor will be

responsible for their own equipment, wâter access, special ventil¿tion and extra power must

be provided.

Music Stalion: Music at social venues c n rartge ftom sound systems to live bands,

however nþhtclubs typicalty rely on a DJ who provides electronic music dependant on an

elaborate sor¡nd system. The music stadon is typically located adjacent the dance floor and

can occupy a relatively small amount of space as it usually consists of sevetal tables in which

turntables or mixers can rest on. The station shouid be accessible fot patrons to approach in

order to request music or ask the DJ questions. The Speakers âre strategically placed

tfuoughout the nþhtclub and typically incorpotated within the ceiling const¡uction in otder

to achieve the best acoustic properries. "fD]itect radrz¡sv (cone) loudspeakers screened by

Ê¡illes" are the most common g4)e of speaker used which have a sound sptead of 45" and
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ate spaced 2 x (heþht-1.5m) Qawson, 1994, p. 132). Speakers must be carefrrlly mounted to

eliminate the possibility of vibration and should be accessible fot adjusting and serwicing

pawson, 1994).

The Dance FÌoor The dance floor is the key distinguishing element that differentiates

the nþhtclub from the bar and is the most obvious reason why patrons would attend the

nþhtclub over any other social establishment. It typically requires a large amount of

unobstructed space due to the htgh levels of activity. The space should accommodate

varying degrees of performance and pnvacy by creating different dancing environments.

This v¡ül be expiored through the levels of visibiJity, presence of platforms, sense of

enclosure, and control pâtrons have over their surrounding envirorìment. As a result, at least

two gæes of dance spaces are requited 
^paft 

fuomthe main dance floor; an elevated platfotm

acting like a stage, that caters to the more exhibitionist patrons in the nþhtclub and a smaller

more private dance floor for patrons who v¡ish to dance but not be on display.

Seating Areas: Dance floors initiate physical activity that catt result in patrons

becoming tited and needing spaces to sit and rest. Because of this, seatìng becomes an

important, although secondary, focus in nþhtclub desþ. Seating areas should be located

around the dance floor for spontâneous restìng areas.

I-,oange:, Similâr to the function of the seating 
^reas, ^ 

lounge is a more intimate space

that accommodates more lengthy stays. It is typically a secluded 
^ïea 

twày ftom the activity

and noise generated from the dance floor. The lounge should have comfortable seating that

invites patrons to relax and low tables to rest drinks on.

IYasltrooms: Becoming unique environments, washtoom facilities have been gãfìrng

desþ attention as significant spatial elements since the late 20ù century (Itude, 2000). Since

the concept of the spa became popular, washrooms have emerged as places of self-
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induþence, escape and reúeat ponnelly, 2004). Many desþers are challengrng their

original funcdon, including questioning their inherent levels of privacy. They have become a

more social space that allows patrons to inspect ot repair their appearances, gossip or

regroup away ftom the social demands that the public ¡ealm requires. In fact, desþ critic

I(elly Rude (2000) obsewes that washrooms should become more lounge-like in order to

reflect the social activity for:nd within. Some washrooms have already become secondary

lounge sPaces that offer an incteased amount of privacy over any other place in the

nþhtclub, while otìers are becoming more open to the su¡rounding environment2o.

The number of fixtures tequired is governed by the National Building Code of

Canada and occupancy load as shown in Table i0 (I{RC, 1995, Table 3.7.4.2.A.). Staff

facilities separate from the public washrooms are not necessary but are often desired and

therefote accounted for in the design. Staff washrooms âre usually located away ftom the

test of the nightclub, near the general manager's office.

able 10: Number of Fixtutes
Total # of

Vater Closets
lminimum)

Univetsally
Accessible

Water Closets

Total # of
Lavatories
(minimum)

Women (200 patrons) I 1 4
Men (200 Þatrons) 4 7 2
Staff t.50 peoole) 2 7 I

Ceneral Manager's Ofice: Tïtts atea ís typically used for the business aspects of the

nþhtclub and is usually located away fuom the main dance floor in a quieter area conducive

to solitary work. The room is typically equipped u¡ith a desþ computer and storage files,

similar to an office which could be accommod¿ted in 100 square feet.

20 Lot 175, a nightclub in Winnipeg Manitoba, Canzda;r 
"rr 

s¡ample where a l6rrnge has been incorporated
within the rvashroom. Upon entering tlrough the washroom door, there is a large lounç with couches and a

fteplace before entering t}rough another door which leads to the actual faciTties. In contrast, Seven, a
nightclub i¡ downtown Toronto Ontario, Canada has no door to the shared wash¡oom facilitj.es. It becomes
an alcove within the nrghrclub and open to both çnders.
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Slorage: A key component in many environments is the amount of stotage provided.

Nþhtclubs require varjous types of storage to house bottles, glasses, mixrng equipment,

interior âccessories and furnitute. A stotage room should be iocated witlain the space and be

no less than 100 square feet. In addition, a walk-in cooler is important in order to keep

beverages chilled2l while a dry storage atea is also needed for those articles that do not need

to remain cold. Storage is also needed fot maintenance and cleaning supplies.

Preliminarv Soa 'd Orsantzation

As the concept for my desþ tevolves around issues of performance, it will be usefi.rl

to look at a theaúical setting for inspiration. The nþhtclub will therefore consist of a public

front area, stage and pdvate back area, all of which are also metaphots inspired ftom

Goffman's drz:rrztargy theory. I have illustrated the location of the main programmadc

elements according to ftont and back stage functions in an ad'lacency flow chart (see Figure

32). This matrix has been applied to the building shell in zontng and citculation cliagrams as

shown in Figures 33 and34.

2lÀ{ink, an 8p00 square foot nþhtclub in dorvntown Toronto, had a 100 square foot walk-in cooler (}.
Peterson, personal cornmunicatior¡ Àugust 8, 2003).

t34
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Frgure 32: Adlacency Flow Chat
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Figure 33: ZonrngDtagrzm: Notto Scale
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Fþre 34: Seasonal Circula¡on Diagram: Not to Scale
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Note: Refer to Chapter Three for more information on the seasonal circulation.

Soatiai Character

-

Both the interiot and exterior spaces must drauz inspiration ftom theatrical elements.

Therefore, the exterior facades must identiry -ith the adjacent I(ng Street theatres including

elements such as dramaac lrghtios andlatge sþage. Subsequently, the windows should be

lìcl
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seen âs portholes or display windows where the interior activity is broadcasted to the public

and provides visibility into the establishment ât night. Being able to see inside the

establishment is a concept different ftom that of the theatre. This allows the public an inside

r.iew of the various perfotmances helping to adverdse the activity and concepts of voyeurism

and exhibitronism explored in the space.

The interior will be separated into three diffetent experiences - the front area, rhe

stage and the back atea. Each component should invoke different sensations and

behaviours and cater to different patron e4periences.

The ftont entrance must create a luxutious welcoming entry by invoking the feeling

of a gnnd theatre experience. Simil¿r to the front lobby, this space is where patrons are

open to the public, where they can see and are seen by others upon entering. This could be

achieved by luxurious materials and textures, bdght lighting, bold desþ gestures, colouts

that excite patrons and accompanied by technology that plays with aspects of voyeurism and

exhibitionism. The front area should focus on the stage which caters to Type 4 patrons who

enjoy being apart of the spectacle. The stage should emphasize the patrons' partìcipatìon

and dtaw attention to theit part in the creadon of the spectacle.

'Where the front atez is meant to impress and is a spectacle \¡rithin itself, the back

stage atea should be more quiet and intimate, catering to the more private pâtron. The back

entrance has to contrast the ftont entrânce and is thetefore presented on a much smaller

scale. This entry cân be paralleied to the back doot of a theatre where actors enter before a

petformance. The back area should be simila-t to the performer's prepatation space

consisting of less-luxurious materials, calm and relaxing colouts and be dirnly lit to create a

more comforting atmosphere. Since the back stage is the most private aÍea, there should be

little technology in comparìson to that which is present in the ftont realm.
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Overall, the nightclub must provide patrons unique experiences withrn the th'ee

different realms. These realms each have various purposes that cater to different patrons,

with the hopes that each patron can perform in their individual way.

Summary

The nightclub, strategically pJaced in the entertainment district along with Toronto's

most prominent theatres, will provide a venue where people can exercise and test various

identities through different performance opportunities. The space will cater to diffetent

types of patrons who enjoy exhibitionism, voyeurism or anonymity, while also allowing them

to wander berween rypes. The buildings' exterior will remain tme to the odginal heritage

façade but will capítqlize on the windows to allow concepts to emerge through the sþhtlines.

In addition, the main and lower levels will be brought up to code and made universally

accessible. Since the upper levels of the building house various tenants, the building wili be

constructed to protect the tenants ftom the increased acoustic production inhetent in

nþhtclubs.
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Design Drawings
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Fluoresccnt Lighting
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Dancing Alcove
Video cameras relay an image of
the patron on the platform to the
opposite wall for only their viewing.

Building Section B-IJ
(refer to construction plans for section cut locations)

Dancing Platform
Vidco camerâs project image to
screen mounted to the extedor
of the building. Both individual
and public can view imagc.
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Dancing Platforms

Main Level \X/est Süall Elevation

Gencral Manager's Office
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Dance Floor Bar Section F
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Dance Floor Bar Section Detail
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Sushi Wall Section Detail
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Furniture, Finishes and Lighting
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Specialty Furniture

Figure 36: Lounge Chair

Table 11: Specialty Furnirure Schedule

Ty¡re of
Furniture

Figute Manufactuter Product Finish/
Colour

Location

Sofa 35 Petobell Iroqua 1 Red Lounge

3/ Petobell Iroqua 4 Blue Lobby

Cha:-r 36 Perobell Iroqua 1 Red Lounge

3B Perobell Iroqua 4 Blue Lobby

Bar Stool 39 Mrgrt AI Bombo Chrome and
Silver

Lounge Bar and
Lobby Bar

Side Table 40 Petobell Manthis Chtome Lobby and
Lor.rnge

Ftgule 35: Lounge Sofa
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Figwe 37: Lobby Sofa

Figure 38: Lobby Chair

Figure 39: Bar Stool
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Figure 40: Side Table

Finishes and Colours

Table 12: Finish and Colout Schedule

Code Descdption Product Location
BuildinE Shell
(F gure a1) PM-1 Perforated

Metal
Moz Designs Inc.
Petfotated Seashell

Mounted on the
exterior of
buildins

Front Stage
Dance Floor
(Figure a2)

CT-1 Cetamic Tile Olympia Tile
Windsor
Ontario Bright GLazed

BlackB2067

\X/all behind the
bar

CD_1 Coil Drapery C¿scade Coil Drapery
,{luminum Bdte Peari Gray

Curtain between
front and back
stage

,A,S-1 Acrylic Sheet Acrylite
Pastel Ice GP P-95
P.ed2749-4

Vertical sutface
on the bat

,q.S-2

Acrylic Sheet Acrylite
Exotic Edge GP
Yellow 4071-9

Cut lengthwise
on horizontal
bar sr¡rface
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AS_3

AS_4

AS-5
AS-6

Pluby 2143-7
Black144-7
Green 5141-9
Red 2148-8

L-7 Lzminate Moz Desþs
Coral Pattern
Violet Coiour

Ftont desk and
DJ booth

L-2 Laminate Moz Desþs
Clouds Grain
Champagne

Front desk

L-3 Laminate Abet Larninati
726

Dancing
platforms and
Ftont enftance
desk

u-1 Upholstery
(leather)

Palliser
Tuscany Leather
Panthet X2799

Seating

u-2 Uphoistery
(.Polyester)

I(itty
6502-173

Dance floor
wall

Lobby
(Ftgure a3)

c-1 Carpet Interface
Pop Circles
Black Liqht

Flooring

P-1 Paint Benjamin Moore
Italian Rose
2087-30

Wail facing

John Street

P-2 Paint Benjamin Moore

Jalepeno Pepper
2147-30

Stotage wall

CT-1 Cetamic Tile

Mosaic

Bísazza Mosaico
Orc 20
BN-2004R

Mosaic wall
behind front
coat check

CT-2 Ceramic Tile
(mosaic)

Bisazza Mosaico
Orc 20
N-2002R

Same as above

CT-3 Cetamic Tile
(mosaiQ

Bisazza Mosaico
Le Gemme 20
20.s3 (4)

Same as above

CT-4 Ceramic Tile
(mosaic)

Bisazza Mosaico
Le Gemme 20
20.1,1, (4)

Same as above

CT-5 Cetamic Tile
(mosaic)

Bísazza Mosaico
Le Gemme 20
20.80 &\

Same as above

L-1 Laminate Abet Laminati
91.1.

Bar surface

u-1 Upholstery Spt-æ Ultrasuede HP
Style 862

Seating back
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Shetlønd 4342
u-2 Upholstery Spri"æ Ultrasuede HP

Styte 862

Byzanúne9356

Seating

u-3 Upholstery Springs Ultrasuede HP
Style 862
Peat 3918

Seating

IJ_4 UphoIstery Springs Ultrasuede HP
Style 862

Moss 4341

Seating

Back Stage
Lounge
(F€ure 44)

c-1 Carpet Shaw Contract
Dtessed 2 Kill
Brite Lites, Big Ciry
15404

Flooring

CT_1 Cetamic Tüe Olympia Tile
Avantgarde
Savane @rown)

Back entrance,
back stairs,
main level bars

CT-2 Ceramic Tile Olympia Tile
Crystalith
Red MkE-22-1

Wall behind the
bar

P-1 Paint Benjamin Moore
Ultrawhite 01

Wâll

P-2 Paint Beniamin Moore
Stem Green
2029,40

Wall

RP_1 Resin Panel 3-form
Varia Collection
Modema: A.ero

Private dace
floor suspended
ceilinE

AS-1 Acrylic Sheet Acrylite
Radiant R-50

Private dance
floot walls

,A.S-2 Acrylic Sheet Acrylite
Pastel Ice GP P-95
Gteen 5743-8

Bar surface

L-1 Laminate Chemetal
Cross Hatch Aluminum
#914

Back entrance
desk

u-1 Uphoistery
(leather)

Palliser
Classic Leather
Mushroom 7000 & 40529

Seating

u-2 Upholstery
(Polvester)

I{itty
6502-173

Curtains
between seadns

Food Vendor

figme a5)

CT-1 Ceramic Tile Olympìa Tile
Avantgarde
I(eviar ('Bl¿ck)

FIoor

CT-2 Ceramic Tile Olympia Tile STall
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Maple Leaf
\)øhire 3010

P-1 Paint Benjamin Moore
Ultrawhite 01

High Gloss

Demisingwall
between the
iounge and food
vendor

P-2 Paint Benjamin Moore
Stem Green
2029-40

Wall

P-3 Paint
(accent)

Benjamin Moore
1582

\{/all base

P-4 Paint Shenvyn \X/illiams
Colour Accents
Aquârius SNø-3138-B

Tables

L-1 Laminate Chemetal
Satin Golden Bronze
#814

Sushi counter

L-2 Laminate Chemetal
Meteor
#343

Sushi counter

L-3 Laminate
(accent)

Chemetal
Sheffieid
#324G

Detail reveals

u-1 Upholstery
(ieather)

Daniel C. Duross Ltd.
Finished Cowhide
Custom Colout lGrev)

Seating

u-2 Uphoistery
(Fabric)

Mahatam
,{.ction Fabdcs
AF96/3

Seating back

rùØashrooms

(Figure a6)

CT-1 Ceramic Tile Amos Brothers
Sicilia Series

GSBs

Floor

CT.2 Ceramic Tile Olympia Tile
Windsot
Ontario Bnght Glazed
\white 82000

Wâ11

P-1 Paint Benjamin Moore
Uira nØhite 01

\X/all

AS_1 ,{.crylic Sheet Abet Laminati
Diafos
3167 lvellow)

rùøall

,A.S-2 -Acrylic Sheet Abet Laminati
Diafos
3i66 fblue)

Entrance wall

AS_3 -Acrylic Sheet Abet Laminati
Diafos
3165 (aqua)

Wall
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G-1 Glass Cesar Color Inc.
Chroma Fusion Density
Projection Board Pearl
cF5337

Stall partitions

L-1 Laminate Chemetal
Apollo 269

Counter

RP-1 Resin Panel 3-form
Shibuya Strip
Pattnaf Sandstone

Vanity counter

\Jüc-1 \)7all Covering Citqu
Orbit

'\qv:- Q24-226

Lower wall



Frgute 41: Existing Building Shell Finishes
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Ftgure 42:Dance Floor Finish Scheme
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Frgure 43: Lobby Finish Scheme
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RP-1

CT-2
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L-3



Ftgure 46: \X/ashroom Finish Scheme
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Speciaþ Lighting

Ftgure 47:Dance Floor WalI Sconce

Table 13: Soecialw Lishtins Schedule

Type of
Lighting

Figute Manufacturet Product Finish/Colour Location

!7all Sconces 47 Nemo
Italianaluce

Joker Aluminium/Silver
\X/trite matt glass

Dance
Floor

50 Catellani &
Smith

Occhibelli
Patete Vetro

Iron, brass and
glass/nickel

Lobby

Suspended
Fixture

51 M'Frutas Licht Pilota

Pendelleuchte
mit
Steckkontakt

Chrome/White Lobby Bat

53 M'Frutas Licht Riki
Pendelleuchte

Amber Lounge Bar

Flood
Lþhtìng

48 Altman
Lighting Inc.

MR16-100 Black Dance
Floor

Floor
Upþhting

49 Delta Lþht Genie 90 R
SBL

Stainless Steel Dance
Platforms

Baffled
Downlþhtìng

52 Delta Lþht Mimgrid in 1 stainless steel Back Stage

^Íe 
s
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Figure 48: Dance Floor Flood Lbhtirg

Ftgure 49:Dance Platform Ftoor Upiþhung

Figure 50: Lobby !Øall Sconce
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Figure 51: Lobby Suspended Fixrure

Ftgute 52:Back Stage Baffled Downiþhting


